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Introduction
Course Description
The course introduces students to the concepts and techniques of designing and
constructing web pages. It will teach students about basic standards that apply, explore
design issues and examine client –side and server- side scripting technologies.

Course Objectives
At the end of the course students should be able to:
1. Understand the fundamental of the World Wide Web, HTML and web browsers
2. Understand the structure of web documents from a technical perspective
3. Design and construct web pages using techniques such as Cascading Style Sheets
(CSS), JavaScript, PHP and DHTML
4. Describe the concepts applied in designing dynamic websites
5. Design dynamic websites using the Concept of DHTML and PHP scripts
6. Design and Manage websites using various HTML editors

Delivery Methodology
The course will be delivered in form of lecturers, Tutorials in the classroom and in the
Computer lab accordingly. Exercise with real life nature will be provided during and at the
end of the class. The manual is also designed such that one can follow the course at own
time and pace.
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Chapter 1: BASIC HTML
1.1 Introduction to HTML
Hyper Text Mark-up Language (HTML) is a vital component in the world of Web page
designing and development. The HTML language specifies how a web page should be
displayed in a browser.
HTML stands for Hypertext Markup Language, and it is the most widely used language to
write Web Pages. Hypertext refers to the way in which Web pages (HTML documents) are
linked together. Thus, the link available on a webpage is called Hypertext.
As its name suggests, HTML is a Markup Language which means you use HTML to simply
"mark-up" a text document with tags that tell a Web browser how to structure it to display.
Using HTML tags and elements, you can:





Control the appearance of the page and the content
Publish online documents and retrieve online information using the links inserted in
the HTML document
Create online forms, which can be used to collect information about the user, conduct
transactions and so on
Insert objects like audio clips, video clips.

The HTML document forms the source code of a web page. When viewed in the editor, the
document is a series of tags and elements that specify how the page is to be displayed. The
browser reads the .htm/ .html file and displays the page according to the specified
instructions.
The HTML document is displayed in a browser. What is a browser? A browser is an
application that reads the HTML source code and displays the page as instructed. To create
the source document, an HTML editor is required. Example of HTML editor is Microsoft
FrontPage (is a tool that can be used to create, design and edit Web pages. We can also
add text, images, tables and other HTML elements to the page. We can also use Notepad to
create the HTML document.
In order to view the document in a browser you have to save the document with a .htm /.html
extension.HTML commands are called Tags. Tags are used to control the content and
appearance of the HTML document. The opening tag is a <>,the closing tag is represented
as </>. HTML tags are not case sensitive.
For example, the following HTML syntax will display the message" my first HTML document”
<html>
<head>
<title>welcome to HTML</title></head>
<body><h2>my first HTML document</h2></body>
</html>

1.1.1 Basic HTML Document
In its simplest form, following is an example of an HTML document:
 University of Dar es Salaam Computing Centre. One stop Centre for your ICT Solutions. www.ucc.co.tz.
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<!DOCT
TYPE html>
>
<html>
<head>
>
<title>T
This is document title</title>
</head>
>
<body>
>
<h1>Th
his is a head
ding</h1>
<p>Doccument content goes here.....</p>
h
>
</body>
>
</html>
>
If you a
are running
g Windows, start Note
epad, type the text above, savee it as test.htm or
test.htm
ml. Finally open it usin
ng a web b
browser like
e Internet Explorer or G
Google Chrrome, or
Firefox etc. It mustt show the following
f
ou
utput:

As men
ntioned earlier, HTML is
i a markup
p language and makes
s use of varrious tags to
o format
the con
ntent. These
e tags are enclosed w
within angle
e braces <T
Tag Name>
>. Except fe
ew tags,
most off the tags have their co
orrespondin
ng closing ta
ags. For ex
xample, <httml> has its
s closing
tag</html> and <b
body> tag has
h its closi ng tag </bo
ody> tag etc
c.
Above e
example of HTML docu
ument usess the following tags:
Tag
Description
<!DOCT
TYPE...>
This tag
t defines the docume
ent type and
d HTML verrsion.
<html>
This tag enclosses the complete HTML
H
docuument and mainly
comp
prises of document header which is represented by
<head
d>...</head > and doc
cument body which is represented by
<body
y>...</body>
> tags.
<head>
>
This tag
t represe nts the document's hea
ader which can keep other
o
HTML
L tags like <
<title>, <link
k> etc.
<title>
The <title>
<
tag iss used inside the <head
d> tag to m ention the
docum
ment title.
<body>
>
This tag
t represe nts the document's bod
dy which keeeps other HTML
H
tags like <h1>, <
<div>, <p> etc.
e
<h1>
This tag
t represe nts the heading.
<p>
This tag
t represe nts a parag
graph.

1.1.2 H
HTML Document Structure
S
e
A typica
al HTML do
ocument willl have the fo
ollowing strructure:
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Document declaration tag
<html>
<head>
Document header related tags
</head>
<body>
Document body related tags
</body>
</html>
We have just said that HTML tags are not case sensitive: <B> means the same as <b>. If
you want to follow the latest web standards, you should always use lowercase tags. The
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) recommends lowercase tags in their HTML 4
recommendation, and XHTML (the next generation HTML) demands lowercase tags
An HTML document has three basic structures as shown below:





The HTML section: Every HTML document must begin with an opening HTML tag
and end with a closing HTML tag <HTML>……</HTML>.The HTML tags tells the
browser that the content between these two tags is an HTML document.
The Header Section: The Header section begins with a <HEAD> tag and is closed
with a </HEAD> tag. This section contains the title that is displayed in the navigation
bar of the web page. The title itself is enclosed within the TITLE tag, which begins
with a <TITLE>tag and is closed with a </TITLE>
The BODY section: This comes after the HEAD section. The BODY section contains
the text, images, link that you want to display in your Web page. The BODY section
begins with a <BODY> tag and ends with a </BODY>.

1.1.3 Basic HTML Tags
The most important tags in HTML are tags that define headings, paragraphs and line breaks
Heading Tags
Any document starts with a heading. You can use different sizes for your headings. HTML
has six levels of headings, which use the elements <h1>, <h2>, <h3>, <h4>, <h5>, and
<h6>. While displaying any heading, browser adds one line before and one line after that
heading.

Example
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>Heading Example</title>
</head>
<body>
<h1>This is heading 1</h1>
<h2>This is heading 2</h2>
<h3>This is heading 3</h3>
</body>
</html>
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This willl produce th
he following
g result

Paragra
aph Tag
The <p> tag offerss a way to structure
s
yo
our text into
o different paragraphs. Each parag
graph of
text sho
ould go in between an
n opening <
<p> and a closing </p
p> tag as sshown below
w in the
example:

ple
Examp
<!DOCT
TYPE html>
>
<html>
<head>
>
<title>P
Paragraph Example</tit
E
tle>
</head>
>
<body>
>
<p>Herre is a first paragraph
p
of
o text.</p>
<p>Herre is a second paragraph of text.<
</p>
<p>Herre is a third paragraph of text.</p>
>
</body>
>
</html>
>

This wiill produce the follow
wing result:
Here is a first paragrraph of text.
Here is a second paragraph of te
ext.
Here is a third parag
graph of text.

Line Brreak Tag
Whenevver you use
e the <br /> element, a
anything following it sta
arts from thee next line. This tag
is an exxample of an
a empty element,
e
wh
here you do
o not need opening annd closing tags, as
there iss nothing to go in betwe
een them.
The <brr /> tag hass a space be
etween the characters br and the forward slaash. If you omit
o
this
space, older brow
wsers will have
h
troubl e rendering
g the line break, whi le if you miss
m
the
d slash charracter and ju
ust use <br>
> it is not va
alid in XHTM
ML.
forward
Examp
ple
<!DOCT
TYPE html>
>
<html>
<head>
>
<title>L
Line Break Example</ti
E
tle>
</head>
>
<body>
>
<p>Hello<br />
You dellivered yourr assignmen
nt on time.<
<br />
Thankss<br />
Mahnazz</p>
</body>
>
</html>
>
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This will produce the following result:
Hello
You delivered your assignment on time.
Thanks
Mahnaz
Horizontal Lines
Horizontal lines are used to visually break-up sections of a document. The <hr> tag creates
a line from the current position in the document to the right margin and breaks the line
accordingly. For example, you may want to give a line between two paragraphs as in the
given example below:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>Horizontal Line Example</title>
</head>
<body>
<p>This is paragraph one and should be on top</p>
<hr />
<p>This is paragraph two and should be at bottom</p>
</body>
</html>
This will produce the following result:
This is paragraph one and should be on top

This is paragraph two and should be at bottom
Again <hr /> tag is an example of the empty element, where you do not need opening and
closing tags, as there is nothing to go in between them.
The <hr /> element has a space between the characters hr and the forward slash. If you
omit this space, older browsers will have trouble rendering the horizontal line, while if you
miss the forward slash character and just use <hr> it is not valid in XHTML
Preserve Formatting
Sometimes, you want your text to follow the exact format of how it is written in the HTML
document. In these cases, you can use the preformatted tag <pre>.
Any text between the opening <pre> tag and the closing </pre> tag will preserve the
formatting of the source document.

Example
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>Preserve Formatting Example</title>
</head>
<body>
<pre>
 University of Dar es Salaam Computing Centre. One stop Centre for your ICT Solutions. www.ucc.co.tz.
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function testFunction( strText ){
alert (strText)
}
</pre>
</body>
</html>
This will produce the following result:
function testFunction( strText ){
alert (strText)
}

Try using the same code without keeping it inside <pre>...</pre> tags
Comments in HTML
The comment tag is used to insert a comment in the HTML source code. A comment will be
ignored by the browser. You can use comments to explain your code, which can help you
when you edit the sou-rce code at a later date.
<!-- This is a comment -->

Note that you need an exclamation point after the opening bracket, but not before the closing
bracket
HTML ELEMENTS
An HTML element is defined by a starting tag. If the element contains other content, it ends
with a closing tag, where the element name is preceded by a forward slash as shown below
with few tags:
Start Tag
<p>
<h1>
<div>
<br />

Content
This is paragraph content.
This is heading content.
This is division content.

End Tag
</p>
</h1>
</div>

So here <p>....</p> is an HTML element, <h1>...</h1> is another HTML element. There are
some HTML elements which don't need to be closed, such as <img.../>, <hr /> and <br />
elements. These are known as void elements.
HTML documents consist of a tree of these elements and they specify how HTML
documents should be built, and what kind of content should be placed in what part of an
HTML document.
HTML Tag vs. Element
An HTML element is defined by a starting tag. If the element contains other content, it ends
with a closing tag.
For example, <p> is starting tag of a paragraph and </p> is closing tag of the same
paragraph but <p>This is paragraph</p> is a paragraph element.
Nested HTML Elements
It is very much allowed to keep one HTML element inside another HTML element:
 University of Dar es Salaam Computing Centre. One stop Centre for your ICT Solutions. www.ucc.co.tz.
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Example
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>Nested Elements Example</title>
</head>
<body>
<h1>This is <i>italic</i> heading</h1>
<p>This is <u>underlined</u> paragraph</p>
</body>
</html>

This will display the following result:

This is italic heading
This is underlined paragraph

HTML ATTRIBUTES
We have seen few HTML tags and their usage like heading tags <h1>, <h2>, paragraph tag
<p> and other tags. We used them so far in their simplest form, but most of the HTML tags
can also have attributes, which are extra bits of information.
An attribute is used to define the characteristics of an HTML element and is placed inside
the element's opening tag. All attributes are made up of two parts: a name and a value:
 The name is the property you want to set. For example, the paragraph <p> element in
the example carries an attribute whose name is align, which you can use to indicate the
alignment of paragraph on the page.
 The value is what you want the value of the property to be set and always put within
quotations. The below example shows three possible values of align attribute: left,
center and right.
Attribute names and attribute values are case-insensitive. However, the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) recommends lowercase attributes/attribute values in their HTML 4
recommendation.

Example
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>Align Attribute Example</title>
</head>
<body>
<p align="left">This is left aligned</p>
<p align="center">This is center aligned</p>
<p align="right">This is right aligned</p>
</body>
</html>
This will display the following result:
This is left aligned
This is center aligned
This is right aligned
 University of Dar es Salaam Computing Centre. One stop Centre for your ICT Solutions. www.ucc.co.tz.
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<h1> defines the start of a heading.
<h1 align="center"> has additional information about the alignment.
<body> defines the body of an HTML document.
<body bgcolor="yellow"> has additional information about the background color.
Attribute values should always be enclosed in quotes. Double style quotes are the most
common, but single style quotes are also allowed. In some rare situations, like when the
attribute value itself contains quotes, it is necessary to use single quotes:
name='John "ShotGun" Nelson'

1.1.4 HTML Text Formatting
HTML defines a lot of elements for formatting output, like bold or italic text.

Text Formatting Tags
Tag
<b>
<big>
<em>
<i>
<small>
<strong>
<sub>
<sup>
<ins>
<del>
<s>
<strike>
<u>

Description
Defines bold text
Defines big text
Defines emphasized text
Defines italic text
Defines small text
Defines strong text
Defines subscripted text
Defines superscripted text
Defines inserted text
Defines deleted text
Deprecated. Use <del> instead
Deprecated. Use <del> instead
Deprecated. Use styles instead

"Computer Output" Tags
Tag
<code>
<kbd>
<samp>
<tt>
<var>
<pre>
<listing>
<plaintext>
<xmp>

Description
Defines computer code text
Defines keyboard text
Defines sample computer code
Defines teletype text
Defines a variable
Defines preformatted text
Deprecated. Use <pre> instead
Deprecated. Use <pre> instead
Deprecated. Use <pre> instead

Citations, Quotations, and Definition Tags
Tag
<abbr>
<acronym>
<address>

Description
Defines an abbreviation
Defines an acronym
Defines an address element
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<bdo>
<blockquote>
<q>
<cite>
<dfn>

Defines the text direction
Defines a long quotation
Defines a short quotation
Defines a citation
Defines a definition term

How to View HTML Source
A web is made up of source code. To find out, click the VIEW option in your browser's
toolbar and select SOURCE or PAGE SOURCE. This will open a window that shows you the
HTML code of the page.
Character Entities
Some characters have a special meaning in HTML, like the less than sign (<) that defines
the start of an HTML tag. If we want the browser to actually display these characters we
must insert character entities in the HTML source.
A character entity has three parts: an ampersand (&), an entity name or a # and an entity
number, and finally a semicolon (;).
To display a less than sign in an HTML document we must write: &lt; or &#60;
The advantage of using a name instead of a number is that a name is easier to remember.
The disadvantage is that not all browsers support the newest entity names, while the support
for entity numbers is very good in almost all browsers.
Note that the entities are case sensitive.

Non-breaking Space
The most common character entity in HTML is the non-breaking space. Normally HTML will
truncate spaces in your text. If you write 10 spaces in your text HTML will remove 9 of them.
To add spaces to your text, use the &nbsp; character entity.

The Most Common Character Entities:
Result
<
>
&
"
'

Description
non-breaking space
less than
greater than
ampersand
quotation mark
apostrophe

Entity Name
&nbsp;
&lt;
&gt;
&amp;
&quot;
&apos; (does not work in IE)

Entity Number
&#160;
&#60;
&#62;
&#38;
&#34;
&#39;

Some Other Commonly Used Character Entities:
Result
¢
£
¥
€
§
©
®
×
÷

Description
cent
pound
yen
euro
section
copyright
registered trademark
multiplication
division

Entity Name
&cent;
&pound;
&yen;
&euro;
&sect;
&copy;
&reg;
&times;
&divide;

Entity Number
&#162;
&#163;
&#165;
&#8364;
&#167;
&#169;
&#174;
&#215;
&#247;
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1.1.5 HTML Links
The main power of HTML is the ability to support hyperlinks. A hyperlink, or a link for short,
is a connection to another document or file (graphic,audio,video )or even to another section
of the same document. We can provide links to:
 A specific section of the same document
 Another document
 Other files-image,audio,
 Another location or server
To create a hyperlink, we need to specify two components
1. The full address or URL of the file to be linked
2. The hotspot that will provide the link. The hotspot may be a line of text or even an
image
HTML uses the <a> (anchor) tag to create a link to another document.
An anchor can point to any resource on the Web: an HTML page, an image, a sound file, a
movie, etc.
The syntax of creating an anchor:
<a href="url">Text to be displayed</a>

The <a> tag is used to create an anchor to link from, the href attribute is used to address the
document to link to, and the words between the open and close of the anchor tag will be
displayed as a hyperlink.
This anchor defines a link to University Computing Centre:
<a href="http://www.ucc.co.tz/">Visit University Computing Centre!</a>

The Target Attribute
With the target attribute, you can define where the linked document will be opened.
The line below will open the document in a new browser window:
<a href="http://www. ucc.co.tz/"
target="_blank"> Visit University Computing Centre!</a>

The Anchor Tag and the Name Attribute
The name attribute is used to create a named anchor. When using named anchors we can
create links that can jump directly into a specific section on a page, instead of letting the user
scroll around to find what he/she is looking for. Below is the syntax of a named anchor:
<a name="label">Text to be displayed</a>

The name attribute is used to create a named anchor. The name of the anchor can be any
text you care to use.
The line below defines a named anchor:
<a name="tips">Useful Tips Section</a>

You should notice that a named anchor is not displayed in a special way.
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To link directly to the "tips" section, add a # sign and the name of the anchor to the end of a
URL, like this:
<a href="http://www. ucc.co.tz/html_links.asp#tips">
Jump to the Useful Tips Section</a>

A hyperlink to the Useful Tips Section from WITHIN the file "html_links.asp" will look like
this:
<a href="#tips">Jump to the Useful Tips Section</a>
Creating an e-mail Link
If you want users to send an email, you can include a feature within the web page that allows
them to send the email from browser. All you have to do is insert the mailto value in the link
tag. <a href=“mailto:thisperson@mymail.com”>

1.1.6 HTML Tables
With HTML you can create tables.

Tables
Tables are defined with the <table> tag. A table is divided into rows (with the <tr> tag), and
each row is divided into data cells (with the <td> tag). The letters td stands for "table data,"
which is the content of a data cell. A data cell can contain text, images, lists, paragraphs,
forms, horizontal rules, tables, etc.
<table border="1">
<tr>
<td>row 1, cell 1</td>
<td>row 1, cell 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>row 2, cell 1</td>
<td>row 2, cell 2</td>
</tr>
</table>

How it looks in a browser:
row 1, cell 1 row 1, cell 2
row 2, cell 1 row 2, cell 2

Tables and the Border Attribute
If you do not specify a border attribute the table will be displayed without any borders.
Sometimes this can be useful, but most of the time, you want the borders to show.
To display a table with borders, you will have to use the border attribute:
<table border="1">
<tr>
<td>Row 1, cell 1</td>
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<td>Row 1, cell 2</td>
</tr>
</table>

Headings in a Table
Headings in a table are defined with the <th> tag.
<table border="1">
<tr>
<th>Heading</th>
<th>Another Heading</th>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>row 1, cell 1</td>
<td>row 1, cell 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>row 2, cell 1</td>
<td>row 2, cell 2</td>
</tr>
</table>

How it looks in a browser:
Heading

Another Heading

row 1, cell 1 row 1, cell 2
row 2, cell 1 row 2, cell 2

Empty Cells in a Table
Table cells with no content are not displayed very well in most browsers.
<table border="1">
<tr>
<td>row 1, cell 1</td>
<td>row 1, cell 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>row 2, cell 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</table>

How it looks in a browser:
row 1, cell 1 row 1, cell 2
row 2, cell 1

Note that the borders around the empty table cell are missing (NB! Mozilla Firefox displays
the border).
To avoid this, add a non-breaking space (&nbsp;) to empty data cells, to make the borders
visible:
<table border="1">
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<tr>
<td>row 1, cell 1</td>
<td>row 1, cell 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>row 2, cell 1</td>
<td>&nbsp;</td>
</tr>
</table>

How it looks in a browser:
row 1, cell 1 row 1, cell 2
row 2, cell 1

Table Tags
Tag
<table>
<th>
<tr>
<td>
<caption>
<colgroup>
<col>
<thead>
<tbody>
<tfoot>

Description
Defines a table
Defines a table header
Defines a table row
Defines a table cell
Defines a table caption
Defines groups of table columns
Defines the attribute values for one or more columns in a table
Defines a table head
Defines a table body
Defines a table footer

1.1.7 HTML Lists
Lists are used to group data logically. They can be added to the html document to group
related information together. HTML supports ordered, unordered and definition lists.

Unordered Lists
An unordered list is a list of items. The list items are marked with bullets (typically small
black circles).
An unordered list starts with the <ul> tag. Each list item starts with the <li> tag.
<ul>
<li>Coffee</li>
<li>Milk</li>
</ul>

Here is how it looks in a browser:



Coffee
Milk

Inside a list item you can put paragraphs, line breaks, images, links, other lists, etc.

Ordered Lists
An ordered list is also a list of items. The list items are marked with numbers.
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An ordered list starts with the <ol> tag. Each list item starts with the <li> tag.
<ol>
<li>Coffee</li>
<li>Milk</li>
</ol>

Here is how it looks in a browser:

1. Coffee
2. Milk
Inside a list item you can put paragraphs, line breaks, images, links, other lists, etc.

Definition Lists
A definition list is not a list of items. This is a list of terms and explanation of the terms.
A definition list starts with the <dl> tag. Each definition-list term starts with the <dt> tag. Each
definition-list definition starts with the <dd> tag.
<dl>
<dt>Coffee</dt>
<dd>Black hot drink</dd>
<dt>Milk</dt>
<dd>White cold drink</dd>
</dl>

Here is how it looks in a browser:

Coffee
Black hot drink
Milk
White cold drink
Inside a definition-list definition (the <dd> tag) you can put paragraphs, line breaks, images,
links, other lists, etc.

1.2 HTML FORMS
A form is a section of an HTML document that contains special elements called as controls.
Controls are used to accept input from the user and provide some interaction.The data that
is entered by the user can be validated by the client-side scripts and then submitted to the
server for further processing.
Uses of forms are collecting names, addresses, telephone numbers, e-mail address and
other information to register users for a service or event; gathering information for the
purchase of an item; collecting feedback about a Web site and providing a search tool for the
web site.
A form will take input from the site visitor and then will post it to a back-end application such
as CGI, ASP Script or PHP script etc. The back-end application will perform required
processing on the passed data based on defined business logic inside the application.
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There are various form elements available like text fields, textarea fields, drop-down menus,
radio buttons, checkboxes, etc.
The HTML <form> tag is used to create an HTML form and it has following syntax:

<form action="Script URL" method="GET|POST">
form elements like input, textarea etc.
</form>
Apart from common attributes, following is a list of the most frequently used form attributes:
Form Attributes
Attribute

Description

action

Backend script ready to process your passed data.

method

Method to be used to upload data. The most frequently used are GET and
POST methods.

target

Specify the target window or frame where the result of the script will be
displayed. It takes values like _blank, _self, _parent etc.

enctype

You can use the enctype attribute to specify how the browser encodes the
data before it sends it to the server. Possible values are:
 application/x-www-form-urlencoded - This is the standard method most
forms use in simple scenarios.
 mutlipart/form-data - This is used when you want to upload binary data in
the form of files like image, word file etc.

HTML Form Controls
There are different types of form controls that you can use to collect data using HTML form:
 Text Input Controls
 Checkboxes Controls
 Radio Box Controls
 Select Box Controls
 File Select boxes
 Hidden Controls
 Clickable Buttons
 Submit and Reset Button

1.2.1 Text Input Controls
There are three types of text input used on forms:
 Single-line text input controls - This control is used for items that require only one line
of user input, such as search boxes or names. They are created using HTML <input>
tag.
 Password input controls - This is also a single-line text input but it masks the
character as soon as a user enters it. They are also created using HTMl <input> tag.
 Multi-line text input controls - This is used when the user is required to give details
that may be longer than a single sentence. Multi-line input controls are created using
HTML <textarea> tag.
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Single--line text in
nput contro
ols
This control is used
d for items that require
e only one liine of user input,
i
such as search boxes
b
or name
es. They arre created using
u
HTML
L <input> tag
g.
Examp
ple
Here is a basic exa
ample of a single-line
s
ttext input us
sed to take first name aand last nam
me:

<!DOC
CTYPE htm
ml>
<html>
>
<head>
>
<title>T
Text Input Control</tiitle>
</head
d>
<body>
>
<form >
First na
ame: <input type="text"" name="firsst_name" />
>
<br>
Last name:: <input type
e="text" nam
me="last_na
ame" />
</form>
>
</body>
>
</html>
>
This willl produce th
he following
g result:

First name:
me:
Last nam

Followin
ng is the list of attribute
es for <inpu
ut> tag for creating
c
textt field.
Attribute

D
Description
n

type

Indicates the type of in put control and for textt input contrrol it will be set
t
totext.

name

Used to give
U
e a name to
o the contro
ol which is sent to the sserver to be
r
recognized
and get the
e value.

value

T
This
can be used to pro
ovide an initial value in
nside the coontrol.

size

A
Allows
to sp
pecify the w
width of the text-input
t
co
ontrol in term
ms of chara
acters.

maxlength

Allows to sp
A
pecify the m
maximum nu
umber of characters a uuser can en
nter into
t text box
the
x.

ord Input controls
c
Passwo
This is a
also a single-line text input but it m
masks the character
c
as
s soon as a user enters it.
They arre also crea
ated using HTML
H
<inpu
ut> tag but type
t
attributte is set to p
password.
Examp
ple
Here is a basic exa
ample of a single-line
s
p
password in
nput used to
o take user password:
<!DOCT
TYPE html>
>
<html>
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y
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<head>
>
<title>P
Password In
nput Controll</title>
</head>
>
<body>
>
<form >
User ID
D : <input typ
pe="text" na
ame="user_
_id" />
<br>
Passwo
ord: <input type="passw
t
word" name
e="passworrd" />
</form>
>
</body>
>
</html>
>
This willl produce th
he following
g result:
User ID
D:
Passwo
ord:
xt Input Con
ntrols
Multiple-Line Tex
n the user is required
d to give details that may be lonnger than a single
This is used when
e input conttrols are cre
eated using
g HTML <tex
xtarea> tag .
sentencce. Multi-line
Examp
ple
Here is a basic exa
ample of a multi-line
m
te
ext input use
ed to take ittem descripption:
<!DOCT
TYPE html>
>
<html>
<head>
>
<title>M
Multiple-Line
e Input Control</title>
</head>
>
<body>
>
<form>
ption: <br />
>
Descrip
<textare
ea rows="5" cols="50" name="desscription">
Enter description here...
h
</textarrea>
</form>
>
</body>
>
</html>
>
This willl produce th
he following
g result:
Descrip
ption:
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Followin
ng is the list of attribute
es for <texta
area> tag.
Attribute
name
rows
cols

Description
D
U
Used
to giv
ve a name to the con
ntrol which is sent too the serve
er to be
re
ecognized and
a get the value.
In
ndicates the
e number off rows of tex
xt area box.
In
ndicates the
e number off columns of
o text area box
b

1.2.2 C
Checkbox
x Controll
Checkb
boxes are ussed when more
m
than o
one option is
s required to
o be selecteed. They arre also
created
d using HTM
ML <input> tag
t but type
e attribute is
s set to checkbox.
Examp
ple
Here is an example
e HTML cod
de for a form
m with two checkboxes
s:
<!DOCT
TYPE html>
>
<html>
<head>
>
<title>C
Checkbox Control</title
C
e>
</head>
>
<body>
>
<form>
<input ttype="checkkbox" name
e="maths" vvalue="on">
> Maths
<input ttype="checkkbox" name
e="physics" value="on""> Physics
</form>
>
</body>
>
</html>
>
This willl produce th
he following
g result:
M
Maths

Physics

Followin
ng is the list of attribute
es for <checckbox> tag.
Attribute

D
Description

type

In
ndicates the
e type of inp
put control and
a for chec
ckbox inputt control it will
w be
se
et to checkb
box.

name

Used to give
U
e a name to the control which is se
ent to the seerver to be
re
ecognized and
a get the value.

value

T value that will be ussed if the ch
The
heckbox is selected.

checked
d

S to check
Set
ked if you wa
ant to selec
ct it by defau
ult.

1.2.3 R
Radio Button Control
Radio b
buttons are used when out of man
ny options, just
j
one opttion is requ ired to be selected.
s
They arre also crea
ated using HTML
H
<inpu
ut> tag but type
t
attributte is set to rradio.
Examp
ple
Here is example HTML
H
code for
f a form w
with two radio buttons:
TYPE html>
>
<!DOCT
<html>
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<head>
>
<title>R
Radio Box Control</title
C
e>
</head>
>
<body>
>
<form>
<input ttype="radio" name="su
ubject" value
e="maths">
> Maths
<input ttype="radio" name="su
ubject" value
e="physics""> Physics
</form>
>
</body>
>
</html>
>
This willl produce th
he following
g result:
Maths

Physics
s

The attrributes for radio
r
button
n is similar to
o those of checkbox
c

1.2.4 S
Select Bo
ox Contro
ol
A selecct box, also called drop
p down box which provides option to list downn various op
ptions in
the form
m of drop do
own list, from where a user can se
elect one orr more optioons.
Examp
ple
Here is example HTML
H
code for
f a form w
with one dro
op down box
x
TYPE html>
>
<!DOCT
<html>
<head>
>
<title>S
Select Box Control</title
C
e>
</head>
>
<body>
>
<form>
<select name="dro
opdown">
<option
n value="Ma
aths" selecte
ed>Maths<//option>
<option
n value="Physics">Physics</option
n>
</selectt>
</form>
>
</body>
>
</html>
>
This willl produce th
he following
g result:

Followin
ng is the list of importa
ant attributess of <selectt> tag:
Attribute

D
Description

name

Used to giv
U
ve a name to the con
ntrol which is sent too the serve
er to be
re
ecognized and
a get the value.

size

T
This
can be used to pre
esent a scro
olling list box
x.

multiple
e

Iff set to "mulltiple" then a
allows a user to select multiple iteems from the menu.

ng is the list of importa
ant attributess of <option
n> tag:
Followin
Attribute

D
Description
n
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value

The value that will be used if an option in the selectbox is selected.

selected

Specifies that this option should be the initially selected value when the
page loads.

label

An alternative way of labeling options

1.2.5 File Upload Box
If you want to allow a user to upload a file to your web site, you will need to use a file upload
box, also known as a file select box. This is also created using the <input> element but type
attribute is set to file.
Example
Here is example HTML code for a form with one file upload box:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>File Upload Box</title>
</head>
<body>
<form>
<input type="file" name="fileupload" accept="image/*" />
</form>
</body>
</html>
This will produce the following result:

Following is the list of important attributes of file upload box:
Attribute

Description

name

Used to give a name to the control which is sent to the server to be
recognized and get the value.

accept

Specifies the types of files that the server accepts.

accept

Specifies the types of files that the server accepts.

1.2.6 Button Controls
There are various ways in HTML to create clickable buttons. You can also create a clickable
button using <input> tag by setting its type attribute to button. The type attribute can take
the following values:
Type
submit
reset
button

Description
This creates a button that automatically submits a form.
This creates a button that automatically resets form controls to their initial
values.
This creates a button that is used to trigger a client-side script when the user
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clicks that button.
This creates a clickable button but we can use an image as background of the
button.

image

Example
Here is example HTML code for a form with three types of buttons:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>File Upload Box</title>
</head>
<body>
<form>
<input type="submit" name="submit" value="Submit" />
<input type="reset" name="reset" value="Reset" />
<input type="button" name="ok" value="OK" />
<input type="image" name="imagebutton" src="ucclogo.png" />
</form>
</body>
</html>
This will produce the following result:

1.2.7 Hidden Form Controls
Hidden form controls are used to hide data inside the page which later on can be pushed to
the server. This control hides inside the code and does not appear on the actual page.
For example, following hidden form is being used to keep current page number. When a
user will click next page then the value of hidden control will be sent to the web server and
there it will decide which page will be displayed next based on the passed current page.
Example
Here is example HTML code to show the usage of hidden control:

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>File Upload Box</title>
</head>
<body>
<form>
<p>This is page 10</p>
<input type="hidden" name="pagename" value="10" />
<input type="submit" name="submit" value="Submit" />
<input type="reset" name="reset" value="Reset" />
</form>
</body>
</html>
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This willl produce th
he following
g result:
This is page 10

1.3 H
HTML Im
mages
Imagess are very im
mportant to beautify ass well as to depict man
ny complex concepts in
n simple
way on your web page.
p
This section
s
will take you through simp
ple steps to use images
s in your
web pages.
Insert Image
You can insert an
ny image in your web page by using <img>
> tag. Folloowing is the
e simple
syntax tto use this tag.
t

<img src="Image
e URL" ... attributes-li
a
st/>
The <im
mg> tag is an
a empty ta
ag, which m
means that, it can conta
ain only listt of attribute
es and it
has no closing tag.
Examp
ple
To try ffollowing exxample, let's
s keep our HTML file test.htm
t
and
d image filee ucclogo.jp
pg in the
same directory:

<!DOC
CTYPE htm
ml>
<html>
>
<head>
>
<title>U
Using Imag
ge in Webp
page</title >
</head
d>
<body>
>
<p>Sim
mple Image
e Insert</p
p>
<img src="ucclog
go.jpg" alt=
="Test Imag
ge" />
</bodyy>
</html>
>
This willl produce th
he following
g result:
Simple Image Inse
ert

n use PNG,, JPEG or GIF
G image ffile based on your comfort but makke sure you
u specify
You can
correct image file name
n
in src
c attribute. I mage name
e is always case sensi tive.
The alt attribute is a mandato
ory attribute which spec
cifies an alte
ernate text ffor an imag
ge, if the
image ccannot be displayed.
d
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Set Ima
age Locatio
on
Usuallyy we keep all
a the imag
ges in a sep
parate direc
ctory. So let's keep HT
TML file tes
st.htm in
our hom
me directoryy and creatte a subdire
ectory imag
ges inside the home ddirectory where we
will kee
ep our image
e ucclogo.jp
pg.
Examp
ple
Assuming our imag
ge location is "images//ucclogo.jpg
g", try the fo
ollowing exaample:

<!DOC
CTYPE htm
ml>
<html>
>
<head>
>
<title>U
Using Imag
ge in Webp
page</title >
</head
d>
<body>
>
<p>Sim
mple Image
e Insert</p
p>
<img src="images/ucclogo.jpg " alt="T
Test Image
e" />
</bodyy>
</html>
>
Set Ima
age Width/Height
You ca
an set imag
ge width and height ba
ased on yo
our requirem
ment using width and
d height
attribute
es. You ca
an specify width and height of the image in terms of either pixels
p
or
percenttage of its actual
a
size.
Examp
ple

<!DOC
CTYPE htm
ml>
<html>
>
<head>
>
<title>S
Set Image Width and
d Height</t itle>
</head
d>
<body>
>
<p>Settting image
e width and
d height</p
p>
<img src="test.pn
ng" alt="Te
est Image" width="15
50" height=
="100"/>
</bodyy>
</html>
>
This willl produce th
he following
g result:
Setting image widtth and heigh
ht

Set Ima
age Borderr
By defa
ault, image will have a border aro
ound it, you can specify border th ickness in terms
t
of
pixels u
using border attribute. A thicknesss of 0 means
s, no border around thee picture.
Examp
ple

<!DOC
CTYPE htm
ml>
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<html>
<head>
<title>Set Image Border</title>
</head>
<body>
<p>Setting image Border</p>
<img src="test.png" alt="Test Image" border="3"/>
</body>
</html>
This will produce the following result:
Setting image Border

Set Image Alignment
By default, image will align at the left side of the page, but you can use align attribute to set
it in the center or right.
Example

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>Set Image Alignment</title>
</head>
<body>
<p>Setting image Alignment</p>
<img src="test.png" alt="Test Image" border="3" align="right"/>
</body>
</html>
This will produce the following result:
Setting image Alignment

1.4 HTML Backgrounds & Colors
By default, your webpage background is white in color. You may not like it, but no worries.
HTML provides you following two good ways to decorate your webpage background.
 Html Background with Colors
 Html Background with Images
Now let's see both the approaches one by one using appropriate examples.
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1.4.1 Html Background with Colors
The bgcolor attribute is used to control the background of an HTML element, specifically
page body and table backgrounds. Following is the syntax to use bgcolor attribute with any
HTML tag.

<tagname bgcolor="color_value"...>
This color_value can be given in any of the following formats:

<!-- Format 1 - Use color name -->
<table bgcolor="lime" >
<!-- Format 2 - Use hex value -->
<table bgcolor="#f1f1f1" >
<!-- Format 3 - Use color value in RGB terms -->
<table bgcolor="rgb(0,0,120)" >
Example
Here are the examples to set background of an HTML tag:

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>HTML Background Colors</title>
</head>
<body>
<!-- Format 1 - Use color name -->
<table bgcolor="yellow" width="100%">
<tr><td>
This background is yellow
</td></tr>
</table>
<!-- Format 2 - Use hex value -->
<table bgcolor="#6666FF" width="100%">
<tr><td>
This background is sky blue
</td></tr>
</table>
<!-- Format 3 - Use color value in RGB terms -->
<table bgcolor="rgb(255,0,255)" width="100%">
<tr><td>
This background is green
</td></tr>
</table>
</body>
</html>
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1.4.2 Html Background with Images
The background attribute can also be used to control the background of an HTML element,
specifically page body and table backgrounds. You can specify an image to set background
of your HTML page or table. Following is the syntax to use background attribute with any
HTML tag.
Note: The background attribute is deprecated and it is recommended to use Style Sheet for
background setting.

<tagname background="Image URL"...>
The most frequently used image formats are JPEG, GIF and PNG images.
Here are the examples to set background images of a table.

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>HTML Background Images</title>
</head>
<body>
<!-- Set table background -->
<table background="/images/html.gif" width="100%" height="100">
<tr><td>
This background is filled up with HTML image.
</td></tr>
</table>
</body>
</html>
Patterned & Transparent Backgrounds
You might have seen many pattern or transparent backgrounds on various websites. This
simply can be achieved by using patterned image or transparent image in the background.
It is suggested that while creating patterns or transparent GIF or PNG images, use the
smallest dimensions possible even as small as 1x1 to avoid slow loading.
Here are the examples to set background pattern of a table:

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>HTML Background Images</title>
</head>
<body>
<!-- Set a table background using pattern -->
<table background="/images/pattern1.gif" width="100%" height="100">
<tr><td>
This background is filled up with a pattern image.
</td></tr>
</table>
<!-- Another example on table background using pattern -->
<table background="/images/pattern2.gif" width="100%" height="100">
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<tr><td>
This background is filled up with a pattern image.
</td></tr>
</table>
</body>
</html>

1.4.3 HTML Colors
Colors are very important to give a good look and feel to your website. You can specify
colors on page level using <body> tag or you can set colors for individual tags using bgcolor
attribute.
The <body> tag has following attributes which can be used to set different colors:
 bgcolor - sets a color for the background of the page.
 text - sets a color for the body text.
 alink - sets a color for active links or selected links.
 link - sets a color for linked text.
 vlink - sets a color for visited links - that is, for linked text that you have already clicked
on.
HTML Color Coding Methods
There are following three different methods to set colors in your web page:
 Color names - You can specify color names directly like green, blue or red.
 Hex codes - A six-digit code representing the amount of red, green, and blue that
makes up the color.

 Color decimal or percentage values - This value is specified using the rgb() property.
Now we will see these coloring schemes one by one.
HTML Colors - Color Names
You can specify direct a color name to set text or background color. W3C has listed 16 basic
color names that will validate with an HTML validator but there are over 200 different color
names supported by major browsers. Here is the list of W3C Standard 16 Colors names and
it is recommended to use them.
Black
Yellow
Red
Maroon

Gray
Lime
Green
Olive

Silver
Aqua
Blue
Navy

White
Fuchsia
Purple
Teal

Example
Here are the examples to set background of an HTML tag by color name:

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>HTML Colors by Name</title>
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</head>
<body text="blue" bgcolor="green">
<p>Use different color names for for body and table and see the result.</p>
<table bgcolor="black">
<tr>
<td>
<font color="white">This text will appear white on black background.</font>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</body>
</html>
HTML Colors - Hex Codes
A hexadecimal is a 6 digit representation of a color. The first two digits(RR) represent a red
value, the next two are a green value(GG), and the last are the blue value(BB).
A hexadecimal value can be taken from any graphics software like Adobe Photoshop,
Paintshop Pro or MS Paint.
Each hexadecimal code will be preceded by a pound or hash sign #. Following is a list of few
colors using hexadecimal notation.
Example
Here are the examples to set background of an HTML tag by color code in hexadecimal:

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>HTML Colors by Hex</title>
</head>
<body text="#0000FF" bgcolor="#00FF00">
<p>Use different color hexa for body and table and see the result.</p>
<table bgcolor="#000000">
<tr>
<td>
<font color="#FFFFFF">This text will appear white on black background.</font>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</body>
</html>
HTML Colors - RGB Values
This color value is specified using the rgb( ) property. This property takes three values, one
each for red, green, and blue. The value can be an integer between 0 and 255 or a
percentage.
Note: All the browsers does not support rgb() property of color so it is recommended not to
use it.
Following is a list to show few colors using RGB values.
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Example
Here are the examples to set background of an HTML tag by color code using rgb() values:

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>HTML Colors by RGB code</title>
</head>
<body text="rgb(0,0,255)" bgcolor="rgb(0,255,0)">
<p>Use different color code for for body and table and see the result.</p>
<table bgcolor="rgb(0,0,0)">
<tr>
<td>
<font color="rgb(255,255,255)">This text will appear white on black
background.</font>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</body>
</html>
Example of colors in different coding
Color Name
Black
Red
Green
Blue
Yellow
Cyan
Purple
Grey
White

Color HEX
#000000
#FF0000
#00FF00
#0000FF
#FFFF00
#00FFFF
#FF00FF
#C0C0C0
#FFFFFF

Color RGB
rgb(0,0,0)
rgb(255,0,0)
rgb(0,255,0)
rgb(0,0,255)
rgb(255,255,0)
rgb(0,255,255)
rgb(255,0,255)
rgb(192,192,192)
rgb(255,255,255)

Exercises
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the function of the attribute in HTML tag
Provide the difference between HTML tag and HTML element
Why is it not safe to use upper case character in HTML tag?
Why is not recommended to use RGB values to present colors in the websites?
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Chapter 2. ADVANCED HTML
2.1 The HTML Header Elements
The head element contains general information. The <head> tag is a container of various
important tags like <title>, <meta>, <link>, <base>, <style>, <script>, and <noscript> tags.
The elements inside the head element should not be displayed by a browser.

2.1.1 The HTML <title> Tag
The HTML <title> tag is used for specifying the title of the HTML document. Following is an
example to give a title to an HTML document:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>HTML Title Tag Example</title>
</head>
<body>
<p>Hello, World!</p>
</body>
</html>

2.1.2 The HTML <meta> Tag
The HTML <meta> tag is used to provide metadata about the HTML document which
includes information about page expiry, page author, list of keywords, page description etc.
Following are few of the important usages of <meta> tag inside an HTML document:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>HTML Meta Tag Example</title>
<!-- Provide list of keywords -->
<meta name="keywords" content="C, C++, Java, PHP, Perl, Python">
<!-- Provide description of the page -->
<meta name="description" content="Simply Easy Learning by Tutorials Point">
<!-- Author information -->
<meta name="author" content="Tutorials Point">
<!-- Page content type -->
<meta http-equiv="content-type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8">
<!-- Page refreshing delay -->
<meta http-equiv="refresh" content="30">
<!-- Page expiry -->
<meta http-equiv="expires" content="Wed, 21 June 2006 14:25:27 GMT">
<!-- Tag to tell robots not to index the content of a page -->
<meta name="robots" content="noindex, nofollow">
</head>
<body>
<p>Hello, World!</p>
</body>
</html>
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2.1.3 The HTML <base> Tag
The HTML <base> tag is used for specifying the base URL for all relative URLs in a page,
which means all the other URLs will be concatenated into base URL while locating for the
given item.
For example, all the given pages and images will be searched after prefixing the given URLs
with base URL http://www.tutorial.com/ directory:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>HTML Base Tag Example</title>
<base href="http://www.tutorial.com/" />
</head>
<body>
<img src="/images/logo.png" alt="Logo Image"/>
<a href="/html/index.htm" title="HTML Tutorial"/>HTML Tutorial</a>
</body>
</html>
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>HTML link Tag Example</title>
<base href="http://www.tutorial.com/" />
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="/css/style.css">
</head>
<body>
<p>Hello, World!</p>
</body>
</html>

2.1.4 The HTML <style> Tag
The HTML <style> tag is used to specify style sheet for the current HTML document.
Following is an example to define few style sheet rules inside <style> tag:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>HTML style Tag Example</title>
<base href="http://www.tutorial.com/" />
<style type="text/css">
.myclass{
background-color: #aaa;
padding: 10px;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<p class="myclass">Hello, World!</p>
</body>
</html>
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2.1.5 The HTML <script> Tag
The HTML <script> tag is used to include either external script file or to define internal script
for the HTML document. Following is an example where we are using JavaScript to define a
simple JavaScript function:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>HTML script Tag Example</title>
<base href="http://www.tutorial.com/" />
<script type="text/JavaScript">
function Hello(){
alert("Hello, World");
}
</script>
</head>
<body>
<input type="button" onclick="Hello();" name="ok" value="OK" />
</body>
</html>
How to Handle Older Browsers
A browser that does not recognize the <script> tag at all, will display the <script> tag's
content as text on the page. To prevent the browser from doing this, you should hide the
script in comment tags. An old browser (that does not recognize the <script> tag) will ignore
the comment and it will not write the tag's content on the page, while a new browser will
understand that the script should be executed, even if it is surrounded by comment tags.
Example

JavaScript:
<script type="text/javascript">
<!-document.write("Hello World!")
//-->
</script>
VBScript:
<script type="text/vbscript">
<!-document.write("Hello World!")
'-->
</script>

2.1.6 The <noscript> Tag
In addition to hiding the script inside a comment, you can also add a <noscript> tag.
The <noscript> tag is used to define an alternate text if a script is NOT executed. This tag is
used for browsers that recognize the <script> tag, but do not support the script inside, so
these browsers will display the text inside the <noscript> tag instead. However, if a browser
supports the script inside the <script> tag it will ignore the <noscript> tag.
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Example
JavaScript:
<script type="text/javascript">
<!-document.write("Hello World!")
//-->
</script>
<noscript>Your browser does not support JavaScript!</noscript>
VBScript:
<script type="text/vbscript">
<!-document.write("Hello World!")
'-->
</script>
<noscript>Your browser does not support VBScript!</noscript>

2.2. HTML FRAMES
HTML frames are used to divide your browser window into multiple sections where each
section can load a separate HTML document. A collection of frames in the browser window
is known as a frameset. The window is divided into frames in a similar way the tables are
organized: into rows and columns.
2.2.1 Disadvantages of Frames
There are few drawbacks with using frames, so it's never recommended to use frames in
your webpages:
 Some smaller devices cannot cope with frames often because their screen is not big
enough to be divided up.
 Sometimes your page will be displayed differently on different computers due to different
screen resolution.
 The browser's back button might not work as the user hopes.
 There are still few browsers that do not support frame technology.
2.2.2 Creating Frames
To use frames on a page we use <frameset> tag instead of <body> tag. The <frameset> tag
defines, how to divide the window into frames. The rows attribute of <frameset> tag defines
horizontal frames and cols attribute defines vertical frames. Each frame is indicated by
<frame> tag and it defines which HTML document shall open into the frame.
Example
Following is the example to create three horizontal frames:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>HTML Frames</title>
</head>
<frameset rows=”10%,80%,10%”>
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<frame name=”top
p” src=”/html/top_frame
e.htm” />
<frame name=”ma
ain” src=”/html/main_fra
ame.htm” />
>
<frame name=”botttom” src=”//html/bottom
m_frame.htm
m” />
<nofram
mes>
<body>
>
Your brrowser doess not suppo
ort frames.
</body>
>
</nofram
mes>
</frame
eset>
</html>
>
This willl produce th
he following
g result:

Examp
ple
Let’s put the abo
ove examplle as follow
ws, here we
w replaced
d rows attrribute by cols
c
and
change
ed their width. This will create all th
he three frames vertica
ally:
<!DOCT
TYPE html>
>
<html>
<head>
>
<title>H
HTML Frame
es</title>
</head>
>
<framesset cols=”25
5%,50%,25
5%”>
<frame name=”leftt” src=”/html/top_frame
e.htm” />
nter” src=”/h
html/main_fframe.htm” />
/
<frame name=”cen
<frame name=”righ
ht” src=”/htm
ml/bottom_fframe.htm” />
<nofram
mes>
<body>
>
Your brrowser doess not suppo
ort frames.
</body>
>
</nofram
mes>
</frame
eset>
</html>
>
This willl produce th
he following
g result:

If a use
er is using any old browser or a
any browse
er, which does
d
not suupport fram
mes then
<nofram
mes> eleme
ent should be
b displayed
d to the use
er.
So you
u must pla
ace a <body> eleme
ent inside the <nofra
ames> elem
ment because the
<framesset> element is suppo
osed to repllace the <b
body> eleme
ent, but if a browser does
d
not
understtand <fram
meset> elem
ment then it should understand what is iinside the <body>
es> elemen
element which is contained
c
in a <noframe
nt.
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You can put some nice message for your user having old browsers. For example, “Sorry!!
your browser does not support frames” as shown in the above example.
The <frameset> Tag Attributes
Following are important attributes of the <frameset> tag:
Attribute

Description

cols

Specifies how many columns are contained in the frameset and the size of
each column. You can specify the width of each column in one of the four
ways:
Absolute values in pixels. For example, to create three vertical frames, use
cols=”100, 500,100”.
A percentage of the browser window. For example, to create three vertical
frames, use cols=”10%, 80%,10%”.
Using a wildcard symbol. For example, to create three vertical frames, use
cols=”10%, *,10%”. In this case wildcard takes remainder of the window.
As relative widths of the browser window. For example, to create three
vertical frames, use cols=”3*,2*,1*”. This is an alternative to percentages.
You can use relative widths of the browser window. Here the window is
divided into sixths: the first column takes up half of the window, the second
takes one third, and the third takes one sixth.

rows

This attribute works just like the cols attribute and takes the same values,
but it is used to specify the rows in the frameset. For example, to create
two horizontal frames, use rows=”10%, 90%”. You can specify the height
of each row in the same way as explained above for columns.

border

This attribute specifies the width of the border of each frame in pixels. For
example, border=”5”. A value of zero means no border.

frameborder

This attribute specifies whether a three-dimensional border should be
displayed between frames. This attribute takes value either 1 (yes) or 0
(no). For example frameborder=”0” specifies no border.

framespacing

This attribute specifies the amount of space between frames in a frameset.
This can take any integer value. For example framespacing=”10” means
there should be 10 pixels spacing between each frames.

The <frame> Tag Attributes
Following are the important attributes of <frame> tag:
Attribute

Description

src

This attribute is used to give the file name that should be loaded in the
frame.
Its
value
can
be
any
URL.
For
example,
src=”/html/top_frame.htm” will load an HTML file available in html
directory.

name

This attribute allows you to give a name to a frame. It is used to indicate
which frame a document should be loaded into. This is especially
important when you want to create links in one frame that load pages
into an another frame, in which case the second frame needs a name to
identify itself as the target of the link.
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Attribute

Description

frameborder

This attribute specifies whether or not the borders of that frame are
shown; it overrides the value given in the frameborder attribute on the
<frameset> tag if one is given, and this can take values either 1 (yes) or
0 (no).

marginwidth

This attribute allows you to specify the width of the space between the
left and right of the frame’s borders and the frame’s content. The value is
given in pixels. For example marginwidth=”10”.

marginheight

This attribute allows you to specify the height of the space between the
top and bottom of the frame’s borders and its contents. The value is
given in pixels. For example marginheight=”10”.

noresize

By default, you can resize any frame by clicking and dragging on the
borders of a frame. The noresize attribute prevents a user from being
able to resize the frame. For example noresize=”noresize”.

scrolling

This attribute controls the appearance of the scrollbars that appear on
the frame. This takes values either “yes”, “no” or “auto”. For example
scrolling=”no” means it should not have scroll bars.

longdesc

This attribute allows you to provide a link to another page containing a
long description of the contents of the frame. For example
longdesc=”framedescription.htm”

2.2.3 Frame's name and target attributes
One of the most popular uses of frames is to place navigation bars in one frame and then
load main pages into a separate frame.
Let's see following example where a test.htm file has following code:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>HTML Target Frames</title>
</head>
<frameset cols="200, *">
<frame src="/html/menu.htm" name="menu_page" />
<frame src="/html/main.htm" name="main_page" />
<noframes>
<body>
Your browser does not support frames.
</body>
</noframes>
</frameset>
</html>
Here, we have created two columns to fill with two frames. The first frame is 200 pixels wide
and will contain the navigation menu bar implemented by menu.htm file. The second
column fills in remaining space and will contain the main part of the page and it is
implemented by main.htm file. For all the three links available in menu bar, we have
mentioned target frame as main_page, so whenever you click any of the links in menu bar,
available link will open in main page.
Following is the content of menu.htm file
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<!DOCT
TYPE html>
>
<html>
<body b
bgcolor="#4
4a7d49">
<a href=
="http://www
w.google.co
om" target=
="main_page
e">Google<
</a>
<br /><br />
<a href=
="http://www
w.microsoftt.com" targe
et="main_pa
age">Microsoft</a>
<br /><br />
<a href=
="http://new
ws.bbc.co.uk" target="m
main_page"">BBC New
ws</a>
</body>
>
</html>
>
Followin
ng is the co
ontent of ma
ain.htm file:
<!DOCT
TYPE html>
>
<html>
<body b
bgcolor="#b
b5dcb3">
<h3>Th
his is main page
p
and co
ontent from any link will be display
yed here.<//h3>
<p>So now click any link and see the ressult.</p>
</body>
>
</html>
>
When w
we load testt.htm file, itt produces ffollowing re
esult:

Now yo
ou can try to click links availablle in the le
eft panel an
nd see thee result. The target
attribute
e can also take
t
one of the followin
ng values:
Option

D
Description
n

_self

L
Loads
the page
p
into the
e current fra
ame.

_blank

L
Loads
a pag
ge into a ne
ew browser window.opening a new
w window.

_parentt

Loads the page
L
p
into the
e parent window, which in the casse of a single
f
frameset
is the main brrowser wind
dow.

_top

L
Loads
the page
p
into the
e browser window,
w
rep
placing any current fram
mes.

targetfra
ame

L
Loads
the page
p
into a named targ
getframe.

2.3 H
HTML – IFRAME
ES
You can define an
n inline fram
me with HTM
ML tag <ifra
ame>. The <iframe> taag is not so
omehow
related to <framesset> tag, ins
stead, it can
n appear an
nywhere in your docum
ment. The <iframe>
<
tag deffines a recttangular reg
gion within the docum
ment in whic
ch the brow
wser can display a
separatte documen
nt, including scrollbars and borders.
The src
c attribute iss used to sp
pecify the U
URL of the document
d
th
hat occupiess the inline frame.
Examp
ple
Followin
ng is the exxample to sh
how how to use the <ifframe>:
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<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>HTML Iframes</title>
</head>
<body>
<p>Document content goes here...</p>
<iframe src="/html/menu.htm" width="555" height="200">
Sorry your browser does not support inline frames.
</iframe>
<p>Document content also go here...</p>
</body>
</html>
This will produce the following result:
Document content goes here...
Document content can also go here...
The <Iframe> Tag Attributes
Most of the attributes of the <iframe> tag, including name, class, frameborder, id, longdesc,
marginheight, marginwidth, name, scrolling, style, and title behave exactly like the
corresponding attributes for the <frame> tag.
Attribute

Description

src

This attribute is used to give the file name that should be loaded in the
frame. Its value can be any URL. For example src="/html/top_frame.htm"
will load an HTML file available in html directory.

name

This attribute allows you to give a name to a frame. It is used to indicate
which frame a document should be loaded into. This is especially
important when you want to create links in one frame that load pages
into an another frame, in which case the second frame needs a name to
identify itself as the target of the link.

frameborder

This attribute specifies whether or not the borders of that frame are
shown; it overrides the value given in the frameborder attribute on the
<frameset> tag if one is given, and this can take values either 1 (yes) or
0 (no).

marginwidth

This attribute allows you to specify the width of the space between the
left and right of the frame's borders and the frame's content. The value is
given in pixels. For example marginwidth="10".

marginheight

This attribute allows you to specify the height of the space between the
top and bottom of the frame's borders and its contents. The value is
given in pixels. For example marginheight="10".

noresize

By default, you can resize any frame by clicking and dragging on the
borders of a frame. The noresize attribute prevents a user from being
able to resize the frame. For example noresize="noresize".

scrolling

This attribute controls the appearance of the scrollbars that appear on
the frame. This takes values either "yes", "no" or "auto". For example
scrolling="no" means it should not have scroll bars.

longdesc

This attribute allows you to provide a link to another page containing a
long description of the contents of the frame. For example
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longdesc="framedescription.htm"

2.4 HTML 4.0 Event Attributes
New to HTML 4.0 is the ability to let HTML events trigger actions in the browser, like starting
a JavaScript when a user clicks on an HTML element. Below is a list of attributes that can be
inserted into HTML tags to define event actions

2.4.1 Window Events
Only valid in body and frameset elements
Attribute
onload
onunload

Value
script
script

Description
Script to be run when a document loads
Script to be run when a document unloads

2.4.2 Form Element Events
Only valid in form elements.
Attribute
onchange
onsubmit
onreset
onselect
onblur
onfocus

Value
script
script
script
script
script
script

Description
Script to be run when the element changes
Script to be run when the form is submitted
Script to be run when the form is reset
Script to be run when the element is selected
Script to be run when the element loses focus
Script to be run when the element gets focus

2.4.3 Keyboard Events
Not valid in base, bdo, br, frame, frameset, head, html, iframe, meta, param, script, style,
and title elements.
Attribute
onkeydown
onkeypress
onkeyup

Value
script
script
script

Description
What to do when key is pressed
What to do when key is pressed and released
What to do when key is released

2.4.4 Mouse Events
Not valid in base, bdo, br, frame, frameset, head, html, iframe, meta, param, script, style, title
elements.
Attribute
onclick
ondblclick
onmousedown
onmousemove
onmouseout
onmouseover
onmouseup

Value
script
script
script
script
script
script
script

Description
What to do on a mouse click
What to do on a mouse double-click
What to do when mouse button is pressed
What to do when mouse pointer moves
What to do when mouse pointer moves out of an element
What to do when mouse pointer moves over an element
What to do when mouse button is released
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Exercises
1. The <head> tag is a container of various important tags mention them
2. Explain in details the function of HTML <meta> Tag in html document
3. List down the drawbacks of frames
4. Differentiate between frames and iframes
5. List events that are valid only in body and frameset elements
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Chapter 3. BASIC CSS
3.1 Introduction to CSS
With HTML 4.0 all formatting can be moved out of the HTML document and into a separate
style sheet.
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) describe how documents are presented on screens. It
provides easy and effective alternatives to specify various attributes for the HTML tags.
Using CSS, you can specify a number of style properties for a given HTML element. Each
property has a name and a value, separated by a colon (:). Each property declaration is
separated by a semi-colon (;).
You can use CSS in three ways in your HTML document:
 External Style Sheet: Define style sheet rules in a separate .css file and then include that
file in your HTML document using HTML <link> tag.
 Internal Style Sheet: Define style sheet rules in header section of the HTML document
using <style> tag.
 Inline Style Sheet: Define style sheet rules directly along-with the HTML elements using
style attribute.

3.1.1 Cascading Order
What style will be used when there is more than one style specified for an HTML element?
Generally speaking we can say that all the styles will "cascade" into a new "virtual" style
sheet by the following rules, where number four has the highest priority:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Browser default
External style sheet
Internal style sheet (inside the <head> tag)
Inline style (inside an HTML element)

So, an inline style (inside an HTML element) has the highest priority, which means that it will
override a style declared inside the <head> tag, in an external style sheet, or in a browser (a
default value).

3.2 CSS Syntax
The CSS syntax is made up of three parts: a selector, a property and a value:
selector {property: value}
The selector is normally the HTML element/tag you wish to define, the property is the
attribute you wish to change, and each property can take a value. The property and value
are separated by a colon, and surrounded by curly braces:
body {color: black}
Note: If the value is multiple words, put quotes around the value:
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p {font-family: "sans serif"}
Note: If you wish to specify more than one property, you must separate each property with a
semicolon. The example below shows how to define a center aligned paragraph, with a red
text color:
p {text-align:center;color:red}
To make the style definitions more readable, you can describe one property on each line,
like this:
p
{
text-align: center;
color: black;
font-family: arial
}
You can group selectors. Separate each selector with a comma. In the example below we
have grouped all the header elements. All header elements will be displayed in green text
color:
h1,h2,h3,h4,h5,h6
{
color: green
}
3.2.1 The class Selector
With the class selector you can define different styles for the same type of HTML element.
Say that you would like to have two types of paragraphs in your document: one right-aligned
paragraph, and one center-aligned paragraph. Here is how you can do it with styles:
p.right {text-align: right}
p.center {text-align: center}
You have to use the class attribute in your HTML document:
<p class="right">
This paragraph will be right-aligned.
</p>
<p class="center">
This paragraph will be center-aligned.
</p>
Note: To apply more than one class per given element, the syntax is:
<p class="center bold">
This is a paragraph.
</p>
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The parragraph abo
ove will be styled
s
by th
he class "center" AND the
t class "bbold".
You can
n also omit the tag nam
me in the se
elector to de
efine a style
e that will bee used by all
a HTML
elements that ha
ave a certa
ain class. In the exa
ample belo
ow, all HTM
ML elemen
nts with
aligned:
class="center" will be center-a
.center {text-align: center}
In the ccode below both the h1 element a
and the p element
e
hav
ve class="ccenter". This
s means
that botth elementss will follow the rules in the ".cente
er" selector:
<h1 class="center"">
This he
eading will be
b center-aligned
</h1>
<p class="center">
>
This pa
aragraph will also be ce
enter-aligne
ed.
</p>
Do NOT
T start a cla
ass name with
w a numbe
er! It will not work in Mo
ozilla/Firefoox.
You can
n also applyy styles to HTML
H
eleme
ents with pa
articular attrributes.
The styyle rule belo
ow will matc
ch all inputt elements that
t
have a type attribbute with a value of
"text":
input[tyype="text"] {background
{
d-color: blue
e}

3.2.2 T
The id Se
elector
You ca
an also deffine styles for HTML elements with the id
d selector. The id selector is
defined
d as a #.
The styyle rule be
elow will match
m
the e
element th
hat has an id attributte with a value
v
of
"green"":
#green {color: gree
en}
The styyle rule belo
ow will match the p elem
ment that ha
as an id with a value of "para1":
p#para1
1
{
text-alig
gn: center;
color: re
ed
}
Do N
NOT start an
n ID name with
w a numb
ber! It will not work in Mozilla/Firef
M
fox.

3.2.3 C
CSS Com
mments
Comme
ents are use
ed to explaiin your code
e, and may
y help you when
w
you eddit the sourrce code
at a latter date. A comment will
w be igno red by brow
wsers. A CSS commeent begins with
w "/*",
and end
ds with "*/", like this:
/* This iis a comme
ent */
p
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{
text-alig
gn: center;
/* This iis another comment
c
*/
color: b
black;
font-fam
mily: arial
}

3.3 H
How to Insert a Style S
Sheet
When a browser reads
r
a stylle sheet, it will format the docum
ment accord ing to it. Th
here are
three w
ways of inserting a style
e sheet:
3.3.1 Ex
xternal Sty
yle Sheet
An exte
ernal style sheet
s
is ide
eal when th
he style is applied
a
to many
m
pagess. With an external
style sh
heet, you ca
an change the
t look of an entire Web
W site by changing oone file. Each page
must lin
nk to the styyle sheet us
sing the <lin
nk> tag. The
e <link> tag goes insidee the head section:
<head>
>
<link re
el="stylesheet" type="te
ext/css"
href="m
mystyle.css"" />
</head>
>
The bro
owser will re
ead the style definitionss from the file
f mystyle..css, and foormat the do
ocument
according to it.
An exte
ernal style sheet
s
can be written in any text ed
ditor. The file should n ot contain any
a html
tags. Your style sh
heet should
d be saved with a .css
s extension. An exampple of a style sheet
hown below
w:
file is sh
hr {colo
or: sienna}
p {marg
gin-left: 20px}
body {b
background--image: url(("images/ba
ack40.gif")}
Do N
NOT leave spaces
s
betw
ween the prroperty value and the units!
u
If you use "margin-left:
20 px" iinstead of "margin-left: 20px" it wi ll only work
k properly in IE6 but it w
will not work
k in
Mozilla//Firefox or Netscape.
N
3.3.2 In
nternal Stylle Sheet
An inte
ernal style sheet
s
shoulld be used when a siingle docum
ment has a unique sty
yle. You
es in the he
ead section by using th
he <style> ta
ag, like this :
define internal style
<head>
>
<style tyype="text/ccss">
hr {colo
or: sienna}
p {marg
gin-left: 20px}
body {b
background--image: url(("images/ba
ack40.gif")}
</style>
>
</head>
>
The bro
owser will no
ow read the
e style defin
nitions, and format the document aaccording to
o it.
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Note: A browser normally ignores unknown tags. This means that an old browser that does
not support styles, will ignore the <style> tag, but the content of the <style> tag will be
displayed on the page. It is possible to prevent an old browser from displaying the content by
hiding it in the HTML comment element:
<head>
<style type="text/css">
<!-hr {color: sienna}
p {margin-left: 20px}
body {background-image: url("images/back40.gif")}
-->
</style>
</head>
3.3.3 Inline Styles
An inline style loses many of the advantages of style sheets by mixing content with
presentation. Use this method sparingly, such as when a style is to be applied to a single
occurrence of an element.
To use inline styles you use the style attribute in the relevant tag. The style attribute can
contain any CSS property. The example shows how to change the color and the left margin
of a paragraph:
<p style=”color: sienna; margin-left: 20px”>
This is a paragraph
</p>
3.3.4 Multiple Style Sheets
If some properties have been set for the same selector in different style sheets, the values
will be inherited from the more specific style sheet.
For example, an external style sheet has these properties for the h3 selector:
h3
{
color: red;
text-align: left;
font-size: 8pt
}
And an internal style sheet has these properties for the h3 selector:
h3
{
text-align: right;
font-size: 20pt
}
If the page with the internal style sheet also links to the external style sheet the properties for
h3 will be:
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color: red;
text-align: right;
font-size: 20pt
The color is inherited from the external style sheet and the text-alignment and the font-size is
replaced by the internal style sheet.

3.4 CSS Background
The CSS background properties define the background effects of an element. The
background property is a shorthand property for setting all background properties in one
declaration.
Example
body
{
background: #FF0000
}
body
{
background: url(stars.gif) no-repeat top
}
body
{
background: #00FF00 url(stars.gif) no-repeat fixed top
}

Possible Values
Value
background-color
background-image
background-repeat
background-attachment
background-position

Description
You can declare from one to five background properties in
this declaration
Default value: Not defined

3.5 CSS Text
The CSS text properties define the appearance of text

3.5.1 CSS Font Property description
The font property is, with exception of some system fonts, a shorthand property for setting all
of the properties for a font in one declaration.
Note: This property also has a sixth value: "line-height", which sets the space between lines.
Example
p
{
font: 12px arial
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}
p
{
font: italic small-caps bold 12px arial
}
p
{
font: oblique small-caps 900 12px/14px arial
}
p
{
font: menu
}

Possible Values
Value
font-style
font-variant
font-weight
font-size/lineheight
font-family
caption

Description
Sets the properties for a font. The line-height value sets the space between
lines. The value can be a number, a %, or a font size.
Default value: Browser dependent

Defines the font that are used by captioned controls (like buttons, dropdowns, etc.)
icon
Defines the fonts that are used by icon labels
menu
Defines the fonts that are used by dropdown menus
message-box Defines the fonts that are used by dialog boxes
small-caption
status-bar
Defines the fonts that are used by window status bars

3.5.2 CSS font-family Property description
The font-family property is a prioritized list of font family names and/or generic family names
for an element. The browser will use the first value it recognizes.
There are two types of font-family values:



family-name: The name of a font-family, like "times", "courier", "arial", etc.
generic-family: The name of a generic-family, like "serif", "sans-serif", "cursive",
"fantasy", "monospace".

Note: Separate each value with a comma, and always offer a generic-family name as the
last alternative.
Note: If a family-name contains white-space, it should be quoted. Single quotes must be
used when using the "style" attribute in HTML.
Example
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body
{
font-family: courier, serif
}
p
{
font-family: arial, "lucida console", sans-serif
}
<p style="font-family: arial, 'lucida console', sans-serif">
Possible Values
Value
Description
family-name A prioritized list of font family names and/or generic family names for an
element.
genericfamily
Default value: Browser dependent

3.5.3 CSS font-style Property description
The font-style property sets the style of a font.
Example
body
{
font-style: italic
}
Possible Values
Value
Description
normal
Default. The browser displays a normal font
italic
The browser displays an italic font
oblique
The browser displays an oblique font

3.6 CSS List
The CSS list properties allow you to place the list-item marker, change between different listitem markers, or set an image as the list-item marker.

3.6.1 CSS List Properties
The CSS list properties allow you to place the list-item marker, change between different listitem markers, or set an image as the list-item marker.
Browser support: IE: Internet Explorer, F: Firefox, N: Netscape.
The list-style property is a shorthand property for setting all the properties for a list in one
declaration.
Example
ul
{
list-style: disc outside
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}
ol
{
list-style: decimal inside
}
Possible Values

Value
list-style-type
list-style-position
list-style-image

Description
Sets the properties for a list.
Default value: Not defined

3.6.2 CSS list-style-type Property description
The list-style-type sets the type of the list-item marker.
Note: Some browsers only support the "disc" value.
Example
ul
{
list-style-type: disc
}

Possible Values

Value
none
disc
circle
square
decimal
decimal-leading-zero
lower-roman
upper-roman
lower-alpha
upper-alpha
lower-greek
lower-latin
upper-latin

Description
No marker
Default. The marker is a filled circle
The marker is a circle
The marker is a square
The marker is a number
The marker is a number padded by initial zeros (01, 02, 03, etc.)
The marker is lower-roman (i, ii, iii, iv, v, etc.)
The marker is upper-roman (I, II, III, IV, V, etc.)
The marker is lower-alpha (a, b, c, d, e, etc.)
The marker is upper-alpha (A, B, C, D, E, etc.)
The marker is lower-greek (alpha, beta, gamma, etc.)
The marker is lower-latin (a, b, c, d, e, etc.)
The marker is upper-latin (A, B, C, D, E, etc.)

3.7 CSS table properties
The CSS table properties allow you to set the layout of a table.

3.7.1 CSS border-collapse Property
The border-collapse property sets whether the table borders are collapsed into a single
border or detached as in standard HTML.
Example
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table
{
border-collapse: separate
}
Possible Values
Value
Description
separate
Borders are detached
collapse
Default. Borders are collapsed into a single border when possible

3.7.2 CSS border-spacing Property
The border-spacing property sets the distance between the borders of adjacent cells (only
for the "separated borders" model).
Example
table
{
border-spacing: 10px
}
Possible Values

Value
Description
length length Defines the distance in px, cm, etc. If one length parameter is specified, it
defines the horizontal and vertical spacing. If two length parameters are
specified, the first sets the horizontal spacing and the second sets the vertical
spacing. Lengths may not be negative

3.7.3 CSS table-layout Property
The tableLayout property sets the algorithm used to display the table cells, rows, and
columns
Fixed table layout:




The fixed table layout allows the browser to lay out the table faster than the
automatic table layout
In a fixed table layout, the horizontal layout only depends on the table's width, the
width of the columns, and not the content of the cells
By using fixed table layout, the user agent can begin to display the table once the
entire first row has been received

Automatic table layout:



In an automatic table layout, the column width is set by the widest unbreakable
content in the column cells
This algorithm is sometimes slow since it needs to access all the content in the table
before determining the final layout

Example
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table
{
table-layout: fixed
}
Possible Values
Value
Description
automatic Default. Column width is set by cell content
fixed
Column width is set by table width and the width of the columns

Exercises
1a. What are the three different ways a style sheet can be incorporated into a web
page?

b. What would be the advantage of using <link> instead of <style>?

c. What are the different components of this line from a style sheet? What are they
called?
p {font-family: courier;}
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Chapter 4. BASIC JAVASCRIPT
4.1 Introduction to JavaScript
JavaScript is used in millions of Web pages to improve the design, validate forms, detect
browsers, create cookies, and much more.
JavaScript is the most popular scripting language on the internet, and works in all major
browsers, such as Internet Explorer, Mozilla, Firefox, Netscape, and Opera.
You can keep JavaScript code in a separate file and then include it wherever it's needed, or
you can define functionality inside HTML document itself.

4.1.1 Getting started with JavaScript
The HTML <script> tag is used to insert a JavaScript into an HTML page.

How to Put a JavaScript Into an HTML Page
<html>
<body>
<script type="text/javascript">
document.write("Hello World!");
</script>
</body>
</html>
The code above will produce this output on an HTML page:
Hello World!

Example Explained
To insert a JavaScript into an HTML page, we use the <script> tag. Inside the <script> tag
we use the "type=" attribute to define the scripting language.
So, the <script type="text/javascript"> and </script> tells where the JavaScript starts and
ends:
<html>
<body>
<script type="text/javascript">
...
</script>
</body>
</html>
The word document.write is a standard JavaScript command for writing output to a page.
By entering the document.write command between the <script> and </script> tags, the
browser will recognize it as a JavaScript command and execute the code line. In this case
the browser will write Hello World! to the page:
<html>
<body>
<script type="text/javascript">
document.write("Hello World!");
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</script>
</body>
</html

HTML Comments to Handle Simple Browsers
Browsers that do not support JavaScript will display JavaScript as page content.
To prevent them from doing this, and as a part of the JavaScript standard, the HTML
comment tag can be used to "hide" the JavaScript. Just add an HTML comment tag <!-before the first JavaScript statement, and a --> (end of comment) after the last JavaScript
statement.
<html>
<body>
<script type="text/javascript">
<!-document.write("Hello World!");
//-->
</script>
</body>
</html>
The two forward slashes at the end of comment line (//) is the JavaScript comment symbol.
This prevents JavaScript from executing the --> tag.

4.2 JavaScript Document Structure
JavaScripts in the body section will be executed WHILE the page loads.
JavaScripts in the head section will be executed when CALLED.

4.2.1 Where to Put the JavaScript
JavaScript’s in a page will be executed immediately while the page loads into the browser.
This is not always what we want. Sometimes we want to execute a script when a page
loads, other times when a user triggers an event.
Scripts in the head section: Scripts to be executed when they are called, or when an event
is triggered, go in the head section. When you place a script in the head section, you will
ensure that the script is loaded before anyone uses it.
<html>
<head>
<script type="text/javascript">
....
</script>
</head>
Scripts in the body section: Scripts to be executed when the page loads go in the body
section. When you place a script in the body section it generates the content of the page.
<html>
<head>
</head>
<body>
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<script type="text/javascript">
....
</script>
</body>
Scripts in both the body and the head section: You can place an unlimited number of
scripts in your document, so you can have scripts in both the body and the head section.
<html>
<head>
<script type="text/javascript">
....
</script>
</head>
<body>
<script type="text/javascript">
....
</script>
</body>

4.2.2 Using an External JavaScript
Sometimes you might want to run the same JavaScript on several pages, without having to
write the same script on every page.
To simplify this, you can write a JavaScript in an external file. Save the external JavaScript
file with a .js file extension.
Note: The external script cannot contain the <script> tag!
To use the external script, point to the .js file in the "src" attribute of the <script> tag:
<html>
<head>
<script src="xxx.js"></script>
</head>
<body>
</body>
</html>
Note: Remember to place the script exactly where you normally would write the script!

4.2.3 JavaScript Statements
JavaScript is a sequence of statements to be executed by the browser.
A JavaScript statements is a command to the browser. The purpose of the command is to
tell the browser what to do.
This JavaScript statement tells the browser to write "Hello Dolly" to the web page:
document.write("Hello Dolly");
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It is normal to add a semicolon at the end of each executable statement. Most people think
this is a good programming practice, and most often you will see this in JavaScript examples
on the web.
The semicolon is optional (according to the JavaScript standard), and the browser is
supposed to interpret the end of the line as the end of the statement. Because of this you will
often see examples without the semicolon at the end.
Note: Using semicolons makes it possible to write multiple statements on one line.

JavaScript Code
JavaScript code (or just JavaScript) is a sequence of JavaScript statements.
Each statement is executed by the browser in the sequence they are written.
This example will write a header and two paragraphs to a web page:
<script type="text/javascript">
document.write("<h1>This is a header</h1>");
document.write("<p>This is a paragraph</p>");
document.write("<p>This is another paragraph</p>");
</script>

JavaScript Blocks
JavaScript statements can be grouped together in blocks.
Blocks start with a left curly bracket {, and ends with a right curly bracket}.
The purpose of a block is to make the sequence of statements execute together.
This next example will write a header and two paragraphs to a web page:
<script type="text/javascript">
{
document.write("<h1>This is a header</h1>");
document.write("<p>This is a paragraph</p>");
document.write("<p>This is another paragraph</p>");
}
</script>

4.3 JavaScript Comments
JavaScript comments can be used to make the code more readable.
Comments can be added to explain the JavaScript, or to make it more readable.
Single line comments start with //.
This example uses single line comments to explain the code:
<script type="text/javascript">
// This will write a header:
document.write("<h1>This is a header</h1>");
// This will write two paragraphs:
document.write("<p>This is a paragraph</p>");
document.write("<p>This is another paragraph</p>");
</script>

4.3.1 JavaScript Multi-Line Comments
Multi line comments start with /* and end with */.
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This example uses a multi line comment to explain the code:
<script type="text/javascript">
/*
The code below will write
one header and two paragraphs
*/
document.write("<h1>This is a header</h1>");
document.write("<p>This is a paragraph</p>");
document.write("<p>This is another paragraph</p>");
</script>

4.3.2 Using Comments to Prevent Execution
In this example the comment is used to prevent the execution of a single code line:
<script type="text/javascript">
document.write("<h1>This is a header</h1>");
document.write("<p>This is a paragraph</p>");
//document.write("<p>This is another paragraph</p>");
</script>

In this example the comments is used to prevent the execution of multiple code lines:
<script type="text/javascript">
/*
document.write("<h1>This is a header</h1>");
document.write("<p>This is a paragraph</p>");
document.write("<p>This is another paragraph</p>");
*/
</script>

4.3.3 Using Comments at the End of a Line
In this example the comment is placed at the end of a line:
<script type="text/javascript">
document.write("Hello"); // This will write "Hello"
document.write("Dolly"); // This will write "Dolly"
</script>

4.4 JavaScript Variables
JavaScript variables are used to hold values or expressions.
A variable can have a short name, like x, or a more describing name like length.
A JavaScript variable can also hold a text value like in carname="Volvo".
Rules for JavaScript variable names:



Variable names are case sensitive (y and Y are two different variables)
Variable names must begin with a letter or the underscore character

NOTE: Because JavaScript is case-sensitive, variable names are case-sensitive.
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Example

A variable's value can change during the execution of a script. You can refer to a variable by
its name to display or change its value.

4.4.1 Declaring (Creating) JavaScript Variables
Creating variables in JavaScript is most often referred to as "declaring" variables.
You can declare JavaScript variables with the var statement:
var x;
var carname;

After the declaration shown above, the variables have no values, but you can assign values
to the variables while you declare them:
var x=5;
var carname="Volvo";

Note: When you assign a text value to a variable, you use quotes around the value.
Assigning Values to JavaScript Variables
You assign values to JavaScript variables with assignment statements:
x=5;
carname="Volvo";

The variable name is on the left side of the = sign, and the value you want to assign to the
variable is on the right.
After the execution of the statements above, the variable x will hold the value 5, and
carname will hold the value Volvo.

Assigning Values to Undeclared JavaScript Variables
If you assign values to variables that has not yet been declared, the variables will
automatically be declared.
These statements:
x=5;
carname="Volvo";

have the same effect as:
var x=5;
var carname="Volvo";

Redeclaring JavaScript Variables
If you redeclare a JavaScript variable, it will not lose its original value.
var x=5;
var x;

After the execution of the statements above, the variable x will still have the value of 5. The
value of x is not reset (or cleared) when you redeclare it.
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4.5 JavaScript Arithmetic
As with algebra, you can do arithmetic with JavaScript variables:
y=x-5;
z=y+5;

JavaScript Operators
The operator = is used to assign values.
The operator + is used to add values.
The assignment operator = is used to assign values to JavaScript variables.
The arithmetic operator + is used to add values together.
y=5;
z=2;
x=y+z;

The value of x, after the execution of the statements above is 7.

4.5.1 JavaScript Arithmetic Operators
Arithmetic operators are used to perform arithmetic between variables and/or values.
Given that y=5, the table below explains the arithmetic operators:
Operator
+
*
/
%
++
--

Description
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
Modulus (division remainder)
Increment
Decrement

Example
x=y+2
x=y-2
x=y*2
x=y/2
x=y%2
x=++y
x=--y

Result
x=7
x=3
x=10
x=2.5
x=1
x=6
x=4

4.5.2 JavaScript Assignment Operators
Assignment operators are used to assign values to JavaScript variables.
Given that x=10 and y=5, the table below explains the assignment operators:
Operator
=
+=
-=
*=
/=
%=

Example
x=y
x+=y
x-=y
x*=y
x/=y
x%=y

Same As
x=x+y
x=x-y
x=x*y
x=x/y
x=x%y

Result
x=5
x=15
x=5
x=50
x=2
x=0

The + Operator Used on Strings
The + operator can also be used to add string variables or text values together.
To add two or more string variables together, use the + operator.
txt1="What a very";
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txt2="nice day";
txt3=txt1+txt2;

After the execution of the statements above, the variable txt3 contains "What a verynice
day".
To add a space between the two strings, insert a space into one of the strings:
txt1="What a very ";
txt2="nice day";
txt3=txt1+txt2;

or insert a space into the expression:
txt1="What a very";
txt2="nice day";
txt3=txt1+" "+txt2;

After the execution of the statements above, the variable txt3 contains:
"What a very nice day"

Adding Strings and Numbers
Look at these examples:
x=5+5;
document.write(x);
x="5"+"5";
document.write(x);
x=5+"5";
document.write(x);
x="5"+5;
document.write(x);

The rule is:
If you add a number and a string the result will be a string

4.6 JavaScript Comparison and Logical Operators
Comparison and Logical operators are used to test for true or false.

4.6.1 Comparison Operators
Comparison operators are used in logical statements to determine equality or
difference between variables or values.
Given that x=5, the table below explains the comparison operators:
Operator
==
===

Description
is equal to
is exactly equal to (value and type)

!=
>
<
>=
<=

is not equal
is greater than
is less than
is greater than or equal to
is less than or equal to

Example
x==8 is false
x==5 is true
x==="5" is false
x!=8 is true
x>8 is false
x<8 is true
x>=8 is false
x<=8 is true
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How Can it be Used
Comparison operators can be used in conditional statements to compare values and take
action depending on the result:
if (age<18) document.write("Too young");

4.6.1 Logical Operators
Logical operators are used in determine the logic between variables or values.
Given that x=6 and y=3, the table below explains the logical operators:
Operator
&&
||
!

Description
and
or
not

Example
(x < 10 && y > 1) is true
(x==5 || y==5) is false
!(x==y) is true

4.6.2 Conditional Operator
JavaScript also contains a conditional operator that assigns a value to a variable based on
some condition.

Syntax
variablename=(condition)?value1:value2

Example
greeting=(visitor=="PRES")?"Dear President ":"Dear ";

If the variable visitor has the value of "PRES", then the variable greeting will be assigned
the value "Dear President” else it will be assigned "Dear".

4.7 Conditional Statements
Conditional statements in JavaScript are used to perform different actions based on different
conditions.
Very often when you write code, you want to perform different actions for different decisions.
You can use conditional statements in your code to do this.
In JavaScript we have the following conditional statements:


if statement - use this statement if you want to execute some code only if a specified
condition is true



if...else statement - use this statement if you want to execute some code if the
condition is true and another code if the condition is false



if...else if....else statement - use this statement if you want to select one of many
blocks of code to be executed



switch statement - use this statement if you want to select one of many blocks of
code to be executed

4.7.1 If Statement
You should use the if statement if you want to execute some code only if a specified
condition is true.
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Syntax
if (condition)
{
code to be executed if condition is true
}

Note that if is written in lowercase letters. Using uppercase letters (IF) will generate a
JavaScript error!

Example 1
<script type="text/javascript">
//Write a "Good morning" greeting if
//the time is less than 10
var d=new Date();
var time=d.getHours();
if (time<10)
{
document.write("<b>Good morning</b>");
}
</script>

Example 2
<script type="text/javascript">
//Write "Lunch-time!" if the time is 11
var d=new Date();
var time=d.getHours();
if (time==11)
{
document.write("<b>Lunch-time!</b>");
}
</script>

Note: When comparing variables you must always use two equals signs next to each other
(==)!
Notice that there is no ..else.. in this syntax. You just tell the code to execute some code
only if the specified condition is true.

4.7.2 If...else Statement
If you want to execute some code if a condition is true and another code if the condition is
not true, use the if....else statement.
Syntax

if (condition)
{
code to be executed if condition is true
}
else
{
code to be executed if condition is not true
}

Example
<script type="text/javascript">
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//If the time is less than 10,
//you will get a "Good morning" greeting.
//Otherwise you will get a "Good day" greeting.
var d = new Date();
var time = d.getHours();
if (time < 10)
{
document.write("Good morning!");
}
else
{
document.write("Good day!");
}
</script>

4.7.3 If...else if...else Statement
You should use the if....else if...else statement if you want to select one of many sets of lines
to execute.

Syntax
if (condition1)
{
code to be executed if condition1 is true
}
else if (condition2)
{
code to be executed if condition2 is true
}
else
{
code to be executed if condition1 and
condition2 are not true
}

Example
<script type="text/javascript">
var d = new Date()
var time = d.getHours()
if (time<10)
{
document.write("<b>Good morning</b>");
}
else if (time>10 && time<16)
{
document.write("<b>Good day</b>");
}
else
{
document.write("<b>Hello World!</b>");
}
</script>
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4.7.4 The JavaScript Switch Statement
Conditional statements in JavaScript are used to perform different actions based on different
conditions.
You should use the switch statement if you want to select one of many blocks of code to be
executed.

Syntax
switch(n)
{
case 1:
execute code block 1
break;
case 2:
execute code block 2
break;
default:
code to be executed if n is
different from case 1 and 2
}

This is how it works: First we have a single expression n (most often a variable), that is
evaluated once. The value of the expression is then compared with the values for each case
in the structure. If there is a match, the block of code associated with that case is executed.
Use break to prevent the code from running into the next case automatically.

Example
<script type="text/javascript">
//You will receive a different greeting based
//on what day it is. Note that Sunday=0,
//Monday=1, Tuesday=2, etc.
var d=new Date();
theDay=d.getDay();
switch (theDay)
{
case 5:
document.write("Finally Friday");
break;
case 6:
document.write("Super Saturday");
break;
case 0:
document.write("Sleepy Sunday");
break;
default:
document.write("I'm looking forward to this weekend!");
}
</script>

4.8 JavaScript Functions
A function is a reusable code-block that will be executed by an event, or when the function is
called.
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To keep the browser from executing a script when the page loads, you can put your script
into a function.
A function contains code that will be executed by an event or by a call to that function.
You may call a function from anywhere within the page (or even from other pages if the
function is embedded in an external .js file).
Functions can be defined both in the <head> and in the <body> section of a document.
However, to assure that the function is read/loaded by the browser before it is called, it could
be wise to put it in the <head> section.

Example
<html>
<head>
<script type="text/javascript">
function displaymessage()
{
alert("Hello World!");
}
</script>
</head>
<body>
<form>
<input type="button" value="Click me!"
onclick="displaymessage()" >
</form>
</body>
</html>

If the line: alert("Hello world!!") in the example above had not been put within a function, it
would have been executed as soon as the line was loaded. Now, the script is not executed
before the user hits the button. We have added an onClick event to the button that will
execute the function displaymessage() when the button is clicked.

4.8.1 How to Define a Function
The syntax for creating a function is:
function functionname(var1,var2,...,varX)
{
some code
}

var1, var2, etc are variables or values passed into the function. The { and the } defines the
start and end of the function.
Note: A function with no parameters must include the parentheses () after the function
name:
function functionname()
{
some code
}

Note: Do not forget about the importance of capitals in JavaScript! The word function must
be written in lowercase letters, otherwise a JavaScript error occurs! Also note that you must
call a function with the exact same capitals as in the function name.

The return Statement
The return statement is used to specify the value that is returned from the function.
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So, functions that are going to return a value must use the return statement.

Example
The function below should return the product of two numbers (a and b):
function prod(a,b)
{
x=a*b;
return x;
}

When you call the function above, you must pass along two parameters:
product=prod(2,3);

The returned value from the prod() function is 6, and it will be stored in the variable called
product.

The Lifetime of JavaScript Variables
When you declare a variable within a function, the variable can only be accessed within that
function. When you exit the function, the variable is destroyed. These variables are called
local variables. You can have local variables with the same name in different functions,
because each is recognized only by the function in which it is declared.
If you declare a variable outside a function, all the functions on your page can access it. The
lifetime of these variables starts when they are declared, and ends when the page is closed.

4.8.2 JavaScript For Loop
Loops in JavaScript are used to execute the same block of code a specified number of times
or while a specified condition is true.
Very often when you write code, you want the same block of code to run over and over again
in a row. Instead of adding several almost equal lines in a script we can use loops to perform
a task like this.
In JavaScript there are two different kind of loops:


for - loops through a block of code a specified number of times



while - loops through a block of code while a specified condition is true

The for Loop
The for loop is used when you know in advance how many times the script should run.
Syntax
for (var=startvalue;var<=endvalue;var=var+increment)
{
code to be executed
}

Example
Explanation: The example below defines a loop that starts with i=0. The loop will continue to
run as long as i is less than, or equal to 10. i will increase by 1 each time the loop runs.
Note: The increment parameter could also be negative, and the <= could be any comparing
statement.
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<html>
<body>
<script type="text/javascript">
var i=0;
for (i=0;i<=5;i++)
{
document.write("The number is " + i);
document.write("<br />");
}
</script>
</body>
</html>

Result
The number is 0
The number is 1
The number is 2
The number is 3
The number is 4
The number is 5

4.8.3 JavaScript While Loop
Loops in JavaScript are used to execute the same block of code a specified number of times
or while a specified condition is true.

The while loop
The while loop is used when you want the loop to execute and continue executing while the
specified condition is true.
while (var<=endvalue)
{
code to be executed
}

Note: The <= could be any comparing statement.
Example
Explanation: The example below defines a loop that starts with i=0. The loop will continue to
run as long as i is less than, or equal to 10. i will increase by 1 each time the loop runs.
<html>
<body>
<script type="text/javascript">
var i=0;
while (i<=5)
{
document.write("The number is " + i);
document.write("<br />");
i=i+1;
}
</script>
</body>
</html>

Result
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The number is 0
The number is 1
The number is 2
The number is 3
The number is 4
The number is 5

4.8.4 The do...while Loop
The do...while loop is a variant of the while loop. This loop will always execute a block of
code ONCE, and then it will repeat the loop as long as the specified condition is true. This
loop will always be executed at least once, even if the condition is false, because the code is
executed before the condition is tested.
do
{
code to be executed
}
while (var<=endvalue);

Example
<html>
<body>
<script type="text/javascript">
var i=0;
do
{
document.write("The number is " + i);
document.write("<br />");
i=i+1;
}
while (i<0);
</script>
</body>
</html>

Result
The number is 0

4.8.5 JavaScript break and continue Statements
There are two special statements that can be used inside loops: break and continue.

Break
The break command will break the loop and continue executing the code that follows after
the loop (if any).
Example
<html>
<body>
<script type="text/javascript">
var i=0;
for (i=0;i<=10;i++)
{
if (i==3)
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{
break;
}
document.write("The number is " + i);
document.write("<br />");
}
</script>
</body>
</html>

Result
The number is 0
The number is 1
The number is 2

Continue
The continue command will break the current loop and continue with the next value.

Example
<html>
<body>
<script type="text/javascript">
var i=0
for (i=0;i<=5;i++)
{
if (i==3)
{
continue;
}
document.write("The number is " + i);
document.write("<br />");
}
</script>
</body>
</html>

Result
The number is 0
The number is 1
The number is 2
The number is 4
The number is 5

4.8.6 JavaScript For...In Statement
The for...in statement is used to loop (iterate) through the elements of an array or through
the properties of an object.

JavaScript For...In Statement
The for...in statement is used to loop (iterate) through the elements of an array or through
the properties of an object.
The code in the body of the for ... in loop is executed once for each element/property.
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Syntax
for (variable in object)
{
code to be executed
}

The variable argument can be a named variable, an array element, or a property of an
object.

Example
Using for...in to loop through an array:
<html>
<body>
<script type="text/javascript">
var x;
var mycars = new Array();
mycars[0] = "Saab";
mycars[1] = "Volvo";
mycars[2] = "BMW";
for (x in mycars)
{
document.write(mycars[x] + "<br />");
}
</script>
</body>
</html>

4.9 JavaScript Events
Events are actions that can be detected by JavaScript.
By using JavaScript, we have the ability to create dynamic web pages. Events are actions
that can be detected by JavaScript.
Every element on a web page has certain events which can trigger JavaScript functions. For
example, we can use the onClick event of a button element to indicate that a function will
run when a user clicks on the button. We define the events in the HTML tags.
Examples of events:


A mouse click



A web page or an image loading



Mousing over a hot spot on the web page



Selecting an input box in an HTML form



Submitting an HTML form



A keystroke

Note: Events are normally used in combination with functions, and the function will not be
executed before the event occurs!
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4.9.1 onload and onUnload
The onload and onUnload events are triggered when the user enters or leaves the page.
The onload event is often used to check the visitor's browser type and browser version, and
load the proper version of the web page based on the information.
Both the onload and onUnload events are also often used to deal with cookies that should
be set when a user enters or leaves a page. For example, you could have a popup asking
for the user's name upon his first arrival to your page. The name is then stored in a cookie.
Next time the visitor arrives at your page, you could have another popup saying something
like: "Welcome John Doe!".

4.9.2 onFocus, onBlur and onChange
The onFocus, onBlur and onChange events are often used in combination with validation of
form fields.
Below is an example of how to use the onChange event. The checkEmail() function will be
called whenever the user changes the content of the field:
<input type="text" size="30"
id="email" onchange="checkEmail()">

4.9.3 onSubmit
The onSubmit event is used to validate ALL form fields before submitting it.
Below is an example of how to use the onSubmit event. The checkForm() function will be
called when the user clicks the submit button in the form. If the field values are not accepted,
the submit should be cancelled. The function checkForm() returns either true or false. If it
returns true the form will be submitted, otherwise the submit will be cancelled:
<form method="post" action="xxx.htm"
onsubmit="return checkForm()">

4.9.4 onMouseOver and onMouseOut
onMouseOver and onMouseOut are often used to create "animated" buttons.
Below is an example of an onMouseOver event. An alert box appears when an
onMouseOver event is detected:
<a href="http://www.w3schools.com"
onmouseover="alert('An onMouseOver event');return false">
<img src="w3schools.gif" width="100" height="30">
</a>

Exercises
1. Examine the following piece of JavaScript code:
<script type="text/javascript">
<!-- // commence script hiding
document.write("This is text written with JavaScript");
// end script hiding -->
</script>
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Answer the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

where can this code be placed in a document?
the <script> element and its type attribute
the comment code present - differentiate between the HTML and JavaScript versions
Why do we include comments?
discuss the <noscript> element - where it is used, and why it is used
the function write - what does it do, and how is it called

2. What does the following code yield in a browser?
<html>
<body>
<script type="text/javascript">
var i=0
for (i=0;i<=5;i++)
{
if (i!=3)
{
continue;
}
document.write("The number is " + i);
document.write("<br />");
}
</script>
</body>
</html>
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Chapter 5. WEB LAYOUT AND DHTML
5.1 Web Layouts
A webpage layout is very important to give better look to your website. It takes considerable
time to design a website's layout with great look and feel.
Now days, all modern websites are using CSS and JavaScript based framework to come up
with responsive and dynamic websites but you can create a good layout using simple HTML
tables or division tags in combination with other formatting tags. This chapter will give you
few examples on how to create a simple but working layout for your webpage using pure
HTML and its attributes.

5.1.1 Web Layout - Using Tables
The simplest and most popular way of creating layouts is using HTML <table> tag. These
tables are arranged in columns and rows, so you can utilize these rows and columns in
whatever way you like.
Example
For example, the following HTML layout example is achieved using a table with 3 rows and 2
columns but the header and footer column spans both columns using the colspan attribute:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<title>HTML Layout using Tables</title>
</head>
<body>
<table width="100%" border="0">
<tr>
<td colspan="2" bgcolor="#b5dcb3">
<h1>This is Web Page Main title</h1>
</td>
</tr>
<tr valign="top">
<td bgcolor="#aaa" width="50">
<b>Main Menu</b><br />
HTML<br />
PHP<br />
PERL...
</td>
<td bgcolor="#eee" width="100" height="200">
Technical and Managerial Tutorials
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan="2" bgcolor="#b5dcb3">
<center>
Copyright © 2014. All Rights Reserved.
</center>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</body>
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</html>
>
This willl produce th
he following
g result:

Copyriight © 2014
4. All Rights Reserved.
R

5.1.2 M
Multiple Co
olumns La
ayout - Us
sing Table
es
You can
n design yo
our webpage
e to put you
ur web conttent in multiple pages. You can ke
eep your
contentt in middle column
c
and
d you can usse left colum
mn to use menu
m
and rright column
n can be
used to
o put advertiisement or some
s
otherr stuff.
ple
Examp
Here is an example
e to create three colum
mn layout:
<!DOCT
TYPE html>
>
<html>
<head>
>
<title>T
Three Colum
mn HTML La
ayout</title>
>
</head>
>
<body>
>
<table w
width="100%
%" border="0">
<tr valig
gn="top">
<td bgccolor="#aaa" width="20
0%">
<b>Maiin Menu</b><br />
HTML<
<br />
PHP<br />
PERL...
</td>
<td bgccolor="#b5dcb3" heightt="200" widtth="60%">
Techniccal and Man
nagerial Tuttorials
</td>
<td bgccolor="#aaa" width="20
0%">
<b>Right Menu</b
b><br />
HTML<
<br />
PHP<br />
PERL...
</td>
</tr>
<table>
>
</body>
>
</html>
>
This willl produce th
he
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5.1.3 W
Web Layou
uts - Using
g DIV, SPA
AN
The <d
div> elemen
nt is a bloc
ck level ele
ement used for grouping HTML eelements while
w
the
HTML <
<span> elem
ment is use
ed for group ing elements at an inlin
ne level.
Althoug
gh we can achieve prretty nice la
ayouts with
h HTML tab
bles, but taables weren
n't really
designe
ed as a layo
out tool. Tab
bles are mo
ore suited to
o presenting
g tabular daata.
Examp
ple
Here we will try to achieve sa
ame result u
using <div>
> tag along with CSS, w
whatever you have
achieve
ed using <ta
able> tag in previous e xample.
<!DOCT
TYPE html>
>
<html>
<head>
>
<title>H
HTML Layou
uts using DIIV, SPAN<//title>
</head>
>
<body>
>
<div styyle="width:1
100%">
<div styyle="backgrround-color::#b5dcb3; w
width:100%"">
<h1>Th
his is Web Page
P
Main title</h1>
t
</div>
<div styyle="backgrround-color::#aaa; heigh
ht:200px;wiidth:100px;ffloat:left;">
<div><b
b>Main Men
nu</b></div
v>
HTML<
<br />
PHP<br />
PERL...
</div>
<div styyle="backgrround-color::#eee; heigh
ht:200px;wiidth:350px;ffloat:left;">
<p>Tecchnical and Managerial Tutorials<//p>
</div>
<div styyle="backgrround-color::#aaa; heigh
ht:200px;wiidth:100px;ffloat:right;">
>
<div><b
b>Right Me
enu</b></div
v>
HTML<
<br />
PHP<br />
PERL...
</div>
<div styyle="backgrround-color::#b5dcb3;cllear:both">
<centerr>
Copyright © 2014. All Rights
R
Reserv
ved.

</cente
er>
</div>
</div>
</body>
>
</html>
>
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This willl produce th
he following
g result:

Copyriight © 2014
4. All Rights Reserved.
R

5.2 In
ntroduc
ction to DHTML
L
DHTML
L is the art of
o making HTML
H
pagess dynamic!
DHTML
L is a combiination of te
echnologiess used to cre
eate dynam
mic and interractive Web
b sites.
To mosst people DH
HTML mean
ns a combin
nation of HT
TML, Style Sheets
S
andd JavaScriptt.
With DH
HTML a We
eb develope
er can conttrol how to display
d
and
d position H
HTML eleme
ents in a
browser window.

The Do
ocument Object
O
Mo
odel (DOM )
DOM sttands for the Documen
nt Object Mo
odel.
The HT
TML DOM iss the Docum
ment Objectt Model for HTML.
The HT
TML DOM defines
d
a standard set of objects for
f HTML, and
a a standdard way to
o access
and ma
anipulate HT
TML objects
s.

JavaSc
cript
Allows yyou to write
e code to co
ontrol all HT
TML elemen
nts.
DHTML Technologiies in Netsc
cape 4.x and
d Internet Ex
xplorer 4.x
Netscape
e 4.x





JSS (JavaSccript Style
Sheets) (allo
ows you to
control how different
HTML eleme
ents will be
displayed)
Layers (allow
ws you to
control elem
ment
positioning and
a visibility))

Cross-Brow
wser DHTML







CS
SS1
CS
SS2 (allows you
y to
co ntrol how diff
fferent
HT
TML elementts will be
dissplayed)
CS
SS Positionin
ng (allows
you
u to control element
e
po sitioning and
d visibility)
JavvaScript

In
nternet Explorrer 4.x




Visuaal Filters (allo
ow you
to appply visual efffects to
text aand graphics)
Dynaamic CSS (allows you
to conntrol element
positiioning and viisibility)

Note: P
Problems with
w
coding DHTML te
echnologies
s WILL occ
cur as longg as each browser
createss its own pro
oprietary features and technology
y that is not supported by other brrowsers.
A Web page may look great in
n one browsser and horrrible in another.

5.3 D
DHTML CSS
C
Po
ositionin
ng (CSS
S-P)
CSS is used to styyle HTML elements.
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Note: Most of the DHTML examples require IE 4.0+, Netscape 7+, or Opera 7+!

Which Attributes can be Used with CSS-P?
First, the element must specify the position attribute (relative or absolute).
Then we can set the following CSS-P attributes:


left - the element's left position



top - the element's top position



visibility - specifies whether an element should be visible or hidden



z-index - the element's stack order



clip - element clipping



overflow - how overflow contents are handled

5.3.1 Position
The CSS position property allows you to control the positioning of an element in a document.

position:relative
The position:relative property positions an element relative to its current position.
The following example positions the div element 10 pixels to the right from where it's
normally positioned:
div
{
position:relative;
left:10;
}

position:absolute
The position:absolute property positions an element from the margins of the window.
The following example positions the div element 10 pixels to the right from the left-margin
of its containing block:
div
{
position:absolute;
left:10;
}

5.3.2 Visibility
The visibility property determines if an element is visible or not.

visibility:visible
The visibility:visible property makes the element visible.
h1
{
visibility:visible;
}
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visibility:hidden
The visibility:hidden property makes the element invisible.
h1
{
visibility:hidden;
}

Z-index
The z-index property is used to place an element "behind" another element. Default z-index
is 0. The higher number the higher priority. z-index: -1 has lower priority.
h1
{
z-index:1;
}
h2
{
z-index:2;
}

In the example above, if the h1 and h2 elements are positioned on top of each other, the h2
element will be positioned on top of the h1 element.

5.3.3 Filters
The filter property allows you to add more style effects to your text and images.
h1
{
width:100%;
filter:glow;
}

Note: Always specify the width of the element if you want to use the filter property.
The example above produces this output:

Header
Different Filters
Note: Some of the Filter properties will not work unless the background-color property is set
to transparent!
Property
alpha

blur

chroma
fliph
flipv
glow

Argument
opacity
finishopacity
style
startx
starty
finishx
finishy
add
direction
strength
color
none
none
color

Description
Allows you to set the opacity of the element

Example
filter:alpha(opacity=20,
finishopacity=100, style=1, startx=0,
starty=0, finishx=140, finishy=270)

Makes the element blur

filter:blur(add=true, direction=90,
strength=6);

Makes the specified color transparent
Flips the element horizontally
Flips the element vertically
Makes the element glow

filter:chroma(color=#ff0000)
filter:fliph;
filter:flipv;
filter:glow(color=#ff0000, strength=5);
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gray
invert

strength
none
none

mask

color

shadow

color
direction
dropshadow color
offx
offy
positive
wave
add
freq
lightstrength
phase
strength
xray
none

Renders the element in black and white
Renders the element in its reverse color and
brightness values
Renders the element with the specified background
color, and transparent foreground color
Renders the element with a shadow
Renders the element with a dropshadow

Renders the element like a wave

filter:gray;
filter:invert;
filter:mask(color=#ff0000);
filter:shadow(color=#ff0000,
direction=90);
filter:dropshadow(color=#ff0000,
offx=5, offy=5, positive=true);

filter:wave(add=true, freq=1,
lightstrength=3, phase=0, strength=5)

Renders the element in black and white with reverse filter:xray;
color and brightness values

5.3.4 Background
The background property allows you to select your own background.

background-attachment:scroll
The background scrolls along with the rest of the page.

background-attachment:fixed
The background does not move when the rest of the page scrolls.

5.4 DHTML Document Object Model
The Document Object Model gives us access to every element in a document.

How to access an element?
The element must have an id attribute defined and a scripting language is needed.
JavaScript is the most browser compatible scripting language, so we use JavaScript.
<html>
<body>
<h1 id="header">My header</h1>
<script type="text/javascript">
document.getElementById('header').style.color="red";
</script>
</body>
</html>

The script changes the color of the header element.

5.5 DHTML Event Handlers
With an event handler you can do something with an element when an event occurs.
With an event handler you can do something with an element when an event occurs: when
the user clicks an element, when the page loads, when a form is submitted, etc.
<h1 onclick="style.color='red'">Click on this text</h1>

The example above defines a header that turns red when a user clicks on it.
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You can also add a script in the head section of the page and then call the function from the
event handler:
<html>
<head>
<script type="text/javascript">
function changecolor()
{
document.getElementById('header').style.color="red";
}
</script>
</head>
<body>
<h1 id="header" onclick="changecolor()">
Click on this text</h1>
</body>
</html>

HTML 4.0 Event Handlers
Event
onabort
onblur
onchange
onclick
ondblclick
onfocus
onkeydown
onkeypress
onkeyup
onload
onmousedown
onmousemove
onmouseover
onmouseout
onmouseup
onreset
onselect
onsubmit
onunload

Occurs when...
a user aborts page loading
a user leaves an object
a user changes the value of an object
a user clicks on an object
a user double-clicks on an object
a user makes an object active
a keyboard key is on its way down
a keyboard key is pressed
a keyboard key is released
a page is finished loading. Note: In Netscape this event occurs during the loading of
a page!
a user presses a mouse-button
a cursor moves on an object
a cursor moves over an object
a cursor moves off an object
a user releases a mouse-button
a user resets a form
a user selects content on a page
a user submits a form
a user closes a page

Exercises
1. Examine the following code and write its output
<html>
<head>
<style>
h1.ex1
{
position:relative;
left:20px;
}
h1.ex2
{
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position:relative;
left:-20px;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<h1>Normal Heading</h1>
<h1 class="ex1">Heading +20</h1>
<h1 class="ex2">Heading -20</h1>
<p>
Relative positioning moves an element relative to its original position.
</p>
<p>
"left:20" adds 20 pixels to the element's LEFT position.
</p>
<p>
"left:-20" subtracts 20 pixels from the element's LEFT position.
</p>
</body>
</html>
2. Describe the event(s) in the following code. Write messages displayed as a result of
such event(s)
<html>
<head>
<script type="text/javascript">
function mymessage()
{
alert("This message was triggered from the onunload event");
}
</script>
</head>
<body onunload="mymessage()">
<p>An alert box will display a message when you close this document!</p>
</body>
</html>
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Chapter 6. BASIC PHP SCRIPTS
PHP is a powerful server-side scripting language for creating dynamic and interactive
websites.
PHP is the widely-used, free, and efficient alternative to competitors such as Microsoft's
ASP. PHP is perfectly suited for Web development and can be embedded directly into the
HTML code.
The PHP syntax is very similar to Perl and C. PHP is often used together with Apache (web
server) on various operating systems. It also supports ISAPI and can be used with
Microsoft's IIS on Windows
PHP code is executed on the server, and the plain HTML result is sent to the browser.
6.1 Basic PHP Syntax
A PHP scripting block always starts with <?php and ends with ?>. A PHP scripting block can
be placed anywhere in the document.
On servers with shorthand support enabled you can start a scripting block with <? and end
with ?>.
For maximum compatibility, we recommend that you use the standard form (<?php) rather
than the shorthand form.
<?php
?>
A PHP file normally contains HTML tags, just like an HTML file, and some PHP scripting
code.
Below, we have an example of a simple PHP script which sends the text "Hello World" to the
browser:
<html>
<body>
<?php
echo "Hello World";
?>
</body>
</html>
Each code line in PHP must end with a semicolon. The semicolon is a separator and is used
to distinguish one set of instructions from another.
There are two basic statements to output text with PHP: echo and print. In the example
above we have used the echo statement to output the text "Hello World".
Note: The file must have the .php extension. If the file has a .html extension, the PHP code
will not be executed.
6.2 Comments in PHP
In PHP, we use // to make a single-line comment or /* and */ to make a large comment block.
<html>
<body>
<?php
//This is a comment
/*
This is
a comment
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block
*/
?>
</body>
</html>
Variables are used for storing values, such as numbers, strings or function results, so that
they can be used many times in a script.
6.3 Variables in PHP
Variables are used for storing a values, like text strings, numbers or arrays.
When a variable is set it can be used over and over again in your script
All variables in PHP start with a $ sign symbol.
The correct way of setting a variable in PHP:
$var_name = value;
New PHP programmers often forget the $ sign at the beginning of the variable. In that case it
will not work.
Let's try creating a variable with a string, and a variable with a number:
<?php
$txt = "Hello World!";
$number = 16;
?>
In PHP a variable does not need to be declared before being set.
In the example above, you see that you do not have to tell PHP which data type the variable
is.
PHP automatically converts the variable to the correct data type, depending on how they are
set.
In a strongly typed programming language, you have to declare (define) the type and name
of the variable before using it.
In PHP the variable is declared automatically when you use it.
6.3.1 Variable Naming Rules


A variable name must start with a letter or an underscore "_"



A variable name can only contain alpha-numeric characters and underscores (a-z, AZ, 0-9, and _ )



A variable name should not contain spaces. If a variable name is more than one
word, it should be separated with underscore ($my_string), or with capitalization
($myString)

6.4 Strings in PHP
String variables are used for values that contain character strings.
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In this section we are going to look at some of the most common functions and operators
used to manipulate strings in PHP.
After we create a string we can manipulate it. A string can be used directly in a function or it
can be stored in a variable.
Below, the PHP script assigns the string "Hello World" to a string variable called $txt:
<?php
$txt="Hello World";
echo $txt;
?>
The output of the code above will be:
Hello World
Now, lets try to use some different functions and operators to manipulate our string.
6.4.1 The Concatenation Operator
There is only one string operator in PHP.
The concatenation operator (.) is used to put two string values together.
To concatenate two variables together, use the dot (.) operator:
<?php
$txt1="Hello World";
$txt2="1234";
echo $txt1 . " " . $txt2;
?>
The output of the code above will be:
Hello World 1234
If we look at the code above you see that we used the concatenation operator two times.
This is because we had to insert a third string.
Between the two string variables we added a string with a single character, an empty space,
to separate the two variables.
6.4.2 Using the strlen() function
The strlen() function is used to find the length of a string.
Let's find the length of our string "Hello world!":
<?php
echo strlen("Hello world!");
?>
The output of the code above will be:
12
The length of a string is often used in loops or other functions, when it is important to know
when the string ends. (i.e. in a loop, we would want to stop the loop after the last character in
the string)
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6.4.3 Using the strpos() function
The strpos() function is used to search for a string or character within a string.
If a match is found in the string, this function will return the position of the first match. If no
match is found, it will return FALSE.
Let's see if we can find the string "world" in our string:
<?php
echo strpos("Hello world!","world");
?>
The output of the code above will be:
6
As you see the position of the string "world" in our string is position 6. The reason that it is 6,
and not 7, is that the first position in the string is 0, and not 1.
6.5 PHP Operators
This section lists the different operators used in PHP.
Arithmetic Operators
Operator
Description
+
Addition
-

Subtraction

*

Multiplication

/

Division

%

Modulus (division remainder)

++

Increment

--

Decrement

Example
x=2
x+2
x=2
5-x
x=4
x*5
15/5
5/2
5%2
10%8
10%2
x=5
x++
x=5
x--

Assignment Operators
Operator
Example
=
x=y
+=
x+=y
-=
x-=y
*=
x*=y
/=
x/=y
.=
x.=y
%=
x%=y

Is The Same As
x=y
x=x+y
x=x-y
x=x*y
x=x/y
x=x.y
x=x%y

Comparison Operators
Operator
Description
==
is equal to
!=
is not equal

Example
5==8 returns false
5!=8 returns true

Result
4
3
20
3
2.5
1
2
0
x=6
x=4
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>
<
>=
<=

is greater than
is less than
is greater than or equal to
is less than or equal to

5>8 returns false
5<8 returns true
5>=8 returns false
5<=8 returns true

Logical Operators
Operator
Description
&&
and
||

or

!

not

Example
x=6
y=3
(x < 10 && y > 1) returns true
x=6
y=3
(x==5 || y==5) returns false
x=6
y=3
!(x==y) returns true

6.6 Conditional Statements
Very often when you write code, you want to perform different actions for different decisions.
You can use conditional statements in your code to do this.


if...else statement - use this statement if you want to execute a set of code when a
condition is true and another if the condition is not true



elseif statement - is used with the if...else statement to execute a set of code if one
of several condition are true

6.6.1 The If...Else Statement
If you want to execute some code if a condition is true and another code if a condition is
false, use the if....else statement.
Syntax
if (condition)
code to be executed if condition is true;
else
code to be executed if condition is false;
Example
The following example will output "Have a nice weekend!" if the current day is Friday,
otherwise it will output "Have a nice day!":
<html>
<body>
<?php
$d=date("D");
if ($d=="Fri")
echo "Have a nice weekend!";
else
echo "Have a nice day!";
?>
</body>
</html>
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If more than one line should be executed if a condition is true/false, the lines should be
enclosed within curly braces:
<html>
<body>
<?php
$d=date("D");
if ($d=="Fri")
{
echo "Hello!<br />";
echo "Have a nice weekend!";
echo "See you on Monday!";
}
?>
</body>
</html>
6.6.2 The ElseIf Statement
If you want to execute some code if one of several conditions are true use the elseif
statement
Syntax
if (condition)
code to be executed if condition is true;
elseif (condition)
code to be executed if condition is true;
else
code to be executed if condition is false;
Example
The following example will output "Have a nice weekend!" if the current day is Friday, and
"Have a nice Sunday!" if the current day is Sunday. Otherwise it will output "Have a nice
day!":
<html>
<body>
<?php
$d=date("D");
if ($d=="Fri")
echo "Have a nice weekend!";
elseif ($d=="Sun")
echo "Have a nice Sunday!";
else
echo "Have a nice day!";
?>
</body>
</html>
The Switch statement in PHP is used to perform one of several different actions based on
one of several different conditions.
6.6.3 The Switch Statement
If you want to select one of many blocks of code to be executed, use the Switch statement.
The switch statement is used to avoid long blocks of if..elseif..else code.
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Syntax
switch (expression)
{
case label1:
code to be executed if expression = label1;
break;
case label2:
code to be executed if expression = label2;
break;
default:
code to be executed
if expression is different
from both label1 and label2;
}
Example
This is how it works:


A single expression (most often a variable) is evaluated once



The value of the expression is compared with the values for each case in the
structure



If there is a match, the code associated with that case is executed



After a code is executed, break is used to stop the code from running into the next
case

 The default statement is used if none of the cases are true
<html>
<body>
<?php
switch ($x)
{
case 1:
echo "Number 1";
break;
case 2:
echo "Number 2";
break;
case 3:
echo "Number 3";
break;
default:
echo "No number between 1 and 3";
}
?>
</body>
</html>

An array can store one or more values in a single variable name.
6.7 Array
When working with PHP, sooner or later, you might want to create many similar variables.
Instead of having many similar variables, you can store the data as elements in an array.
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Each element in the array has its own ID so that it can be easily accessed.
There are three different kind of arrays:




Numeric array - An array with a numeric ID key
Associative array - An array where each ID key is associated with a value
Multidimensional array - An array containing one or more arrays

6.7.1 Numeric Arrays
A numeric array stores each element with a numeric ID key.
There are different ways to create a numeric array.
Example 1
In this example the ID key is automatically assigned:
$names = array("Peter","Quagmire","Joe");
Example 2
In this example we assign the ID key manually:
$names[0] = "Peter";
$names[1] = "Quagmire";
$names[2] = "Joe";
The ID keys can be used in a script:
<?php
$names[0] = "Peter";
$names[1] = "Quagmire";
$names[2] = "Joe";
echo $names[1] . " and " . $names[2] .
" are ". $names[0] . "'s neighbors";
?>
The code above will output:
Quagmire and Joe are Peter's neighbors
6.7.2 Associative Arrays
An associative array, each ID key is associated with a value.
When storing data about specific named values, a numerical array is not always the best
way to do it.
With associative arrays we can use the values as keys and assign values to them.
Example 1
In this example we use an array to assign ages to the different persons:
$ages = array("Peter"=>32, "Quagmire"=>30, "Joe"=>34);
Example 2
This example is the same as example 1, but shows a different way of creating the array:
$ages['Peter'] = "32";
$ages['Quagmire'] = "30";
$ages['Joe'] = "34";
The ID keys can be used in a script:
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<?php
$ages['Peter'] = "32";
$ages['Quagmire'] = "30";
$ages['Joe'] = "34";
echo "Peter is " . $ages['Peter'] . " years old.";
?>
The code above will output:
Peter is 32 years old.
6.7.3 Multidimensional Arrays
In a multidimensional array, each element in the main array can also be an array. And each
element in the sub-array can be an array, and so on.
Example
In this example we create a multidimensional array, with automatically assigned ID keys:
$families = array
(
"Griffin"=>array
(
"Peter",
"Lois",
"Megan"
),
"Quagmire"=>array
(
"Glenn"
),
"Brown"=>array
(
"Cleveland",
"Loretta",
"Junior"
)
);
The array above would look like this if written to the output:
Array
(
[Griffin] => Array
(
[0] => Peter
[1] => Lois
[2] => Megan
)
[Quagmire] => Array
(
[0] => Glenn
)
[Brown] => Array
(
[0] => Cleveland
[1] => Loretta
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[2] => Junior
)
)
Example 2
Lets try displaying a single value from the array above:
echo "Is " . $families['Griffin'][2] .
" a part of the Griffin family?";
The code above will output:
Is Megan a part of the Griffin family?
6.8 Looping
Very often when you write code, you want the same block of code to run a number of times.
You can use looping statements in your code to perform this.
In PHP we have the following looping statements:





while - loops through a block of code if and as long as a specified condition is true
do...while - loops through a block of code once, and then repeats the loop as long as
a special condition is true
for - loops through a block of code a specified number of times
foreach - loops through a block of code for each element in an array

6.8.1 The while Statement
The while statement will execute a block of code if and as long as a condition is true.
Syntax
while (condition)
code to be executed;
Example
The following example demonstrates a loop that will continue to run as long as the variable i
is less than, or equal to 5. i will increase by 1 each time the loop runs:
<html>
<body>
<?php
$i=1;
while($i<=5)
{
echo "The number is " . $i . "<br />";
$i++;
}
?>
</body>
</html>
6.8.2 The do...while Statement
The do...while statement will execute a block of code at least once - it then will repeat the
loop as long as a condition is true.
Syntax
do
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{
code to be executed;
}
while (condition);
Example
The following example will increment the value of i at least once, and it will continue
incrementing the variable i as long as it has a value of less than 5:
<html>
<body>
<?php
$i=0;
do
{
$i++;
echo "The number is " . $i . "<br />";
}
while ($i<5);
?>
</body>
</html>
6.8.3 The for Statement
The for statement is the most advanced of the loops in PHP.
In it's simplest form, the for statement is used when you know how many times you want to
execute a statement or a list of statements.
Syntax
for (init; cond; incr)
{
code to be executed;
}
Parameters:
 init: Is mostly used to set a counter, but can be any code to be executed once at the
beginning of the loop statement.
 cond: Is evaluated at beginning of each loop iteration. If the condition evaluates to
TRUE, the loop continues and the code executes. If it evaluates to FALSE, the
execution of the loop ends.
 incr: Is mostly used to increment a counter, but can be any code to be executed at
the end of each loop.
Note: Each of the parameters can be empty or have multiple expressions separated by
commas.
 cond: All expressions separated by a comma are evaluated but the result is taken
from the last part. This parameter being empty means the loop should be run
indefinitely. This is useful when using a conditional break statement inside the loop
for ending the loop.
Example
The following example prints the text "Hello World!" five times:
<html>
<body>
<?php
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for ($i=1; $i<=5; $i++)
{
echo "Hello World!<br />";
}
?>
</body>
</html>
6.8.4 The foreach Statement
The foreach statement is used to loop through arrays.
For every loop, the value of the current array element is assigned to $value (and the array
pointer is moved by one) - so on the next loop, you'll be looking at the next element.
Syntax
foreach (array as value)
{
code to be executed;
}
Example
The following example demonstrates a loop that will print the values of the given array:
<html>
<body>
<?php
$arr=array("one", "two", "three");
foreach ($arr as $value)
{
echo "Value: " . $value . "<br />";
}
?>
</body>
</html>
6.9 PHP Functions
The real power of PHP comes from its functions.
In PHP - there are more than 700 built-in functions available.
6.9.1 Create a PHP Function
A function is a block of code that can be executed whenever we need it.
Creating PHP functions:



All functions start with the word "function()"
Name the function - It should be possible to understand what the function does by its
name. The name can start with a letter or underscore (not a number)
 Add a "{" - The function code starts after the opening curly brace
 Insert the function code
 Add a "}" - The function is finished by a closing curly brace
Example
A simple function that writes my name when it is called:
<html>
<body>
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<?php
function writeMyName()
{
echo "Kai Jim Refsnes";
}
writeMyName();
?>
</body>
</html>
6.9.2 Use a PHP Function
Now we will use the function in a PHP script:
<html>
<body>
<?php
function writeMyName()
{
echo "Kai Jim Refsnes";
}
echo "Hello world!<br />";
echo "My name is ";
writeMyName();
echo ".<br />That's right, ";
writeMyName();
echo " is my name.";
?>
</body>
</html>
The output of the code above will be:
Hello world!
My name is Kai Jim Refsnes.
That's right, Kai Jim Refsnes is my name.
6.9.3 PHP Functions - Adding parameters
Our first function (writeMyName()) is a very simple function. It only writes a static string.
To add more functionality to a function, we can add parameters. A parameter is just like a
variable.
You may have noticed the parentheses after the function name, like: writeMyName(). The
parameters are specified inside the parentheses.
Example 1
The following example will write different first names, but the same last name:
<html>
<body>
<?php
function writeMyName($fname)
{
echo $fname . " Refsnes.<br />";
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}
echo "My name is ";
writeMyName("Kai Jim");
echo "My name is ";
writeMyName("Hege");
echo "My name is ";
writeMyName("Stale");
?>
</body>
</html>
The output of the code above will be:
My name is Kai Jim Refsnes.
My name is Hege Refsnes.
My name is Stale Refsnes.
Example 2
The following function has two parameters:
<html>
<body>
<?php
function writeMyName($fname,$punctuation)
{
echo $fname . " Refsnes" . $punctuation . "<br />";
}
echo "My name is ";
writeMyName("Kai Jim",".");
echo "My name is ";
writeMyName("Hege","!");
echo "My name is ";
writeMyName("Ståle","...");
?>
</body>
</html>
The output of the code above will be:
My name is Kai Jim Refsnes.
My name is Hege Refsnes!
My name is Ståle Refsnes...
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Chapter 7: DEVELOPING INTERACTIVE
LAYERS WITH MACROMEDIA
6.1 Understanding Layers
Everybody has seen sometimes how the sketchers of cartoons work. And all we've seen
how they place a semitransparent leaf with drawings on others and the superposition of all
composes the final drawing. Why do they not draw everything on a same leaf? Why do
they work with several levels and several drawings if they are going to finish all together?
The reasons are many, and these levels that use the sketchers, are equivalent to the
Layers, which Flash uses. Each layer is, therefore, a level in which we can draw, to insert
sounds, texts etc with INDEPENDENCE from the rest of layers. It is necessary to take into
account that all the layers share the same Timeline and therefore, its different frames will
be reproduced simultaneously.
Let's clarify this with an
example:
Let's suppose that we have
2 layers. In one layer, the
frames from the 1 to the 10
contain the drawing of
soccer goal. In the other
layer, the frames from the 1
to the 5 contain the drawing
of a goalkeeper (they are
empty from 5 and further).
Then, this movie will initially
display (during the time that
lasts the first 5 frames) the
goal with the goalkeeper, to
show afterward (during the
frames from the 5 to the 10)
the goal without goalkeeper.
In such a way the goal is
independent
from
the
goalkeeper, and we can
handle these objects freely,
since they do not interfere
among themselves.
Another reason to separate the objects in layers is that Flash makes us place each different
animation in a layer. Otherwise, all the objects that are in this layer will compose the animation. If
we want that an object doesn't form part of an animation, we'll have to delete it from the layer in
which this animation is produced.
To proceed further with the example of the goalkeeper, it’s easy if we want to create a motion of
the goalkeeper towards a side, but if the goal were in the same layer that the goalkeeper, then
BOTH objects would move towards this side, with which it would be impossible to have only the
goalkeeper, moved. The solution is to separate the objects in 2 layers, since we've already done.
In addition, the layers have other utilities, they allow us to order our movie rationally, and they help
us in the editing drawings (avoiding that they "are based" on only one, or blocking the rest of layers
so that we can only select the layer that is of interest).
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6.2 W
Working
g with La
ayers in
n Flash 8
The sttandard View
w of a laye
er is the one
e that show
ws the
image. Let's see fo
or what the different
d
butttons are used and
how to
o use them.
Insert Layers
: As its na
ame indicate
es, it is use
ed for
Insertiing layers in the prese
ent scene. It inserts normal
layers (in the following point th
he different types from layers
will be seen).
Guide Layerr
: Inserrt a kind of guide layer. It is
Add G
discusssed in detail the following
g point.
Erase Layer

: Erase
E
the selected layer.

Chang
ge Name: To
o change Na
ame: of a layyer, it is enou
ugh to double
e click the cuurrent name.
Layer Properties: If we double click the
e icon
, we'll be ab
ble to accesss a panel with
w
the
properties of the layer we've clicked. We' ll be able to modify all th
he options thhat we've pre
eviously
comme
ented and so
ome more off lesser impo
ortance.

Here yyou can chan
nge differentt options abo
out the layer,, like its nam
me or color. Y
You can also
o lock or
hide it..

6.3 W
Working
g with Advance
ed Layerrs Optio
ons
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Show
w /Hide Lay
yers
: Th
his button a
allows us to
o show and
d hide all laayers of the movie.
It is ve
ery helpful when
w
we ha
ave many la
ayers and we
w want only
y to see onee of them. In order
to acctivate the view of a concrete layer (or to hide it)) it is enoough to cliick the
corressponding layyer in the point (or in th
he cross) th
hat is under the icon "S
Show/Hide layers"
Block
k Layers : It blocks
s the edition
n of all the layers, so we'll
w
not bee able to ed
dit them
until u
unblocking them.
t
In ord
der to block or to unblo
ock a concre
ete layer, w
we'll proceed
d like in
the prrevious poin
nt, clicking on the poin
nt or icon "L
Lock" located in the cuurrent layerr under
the ico
on "Block Layers".
To blo
ock a layer is very use
eful when w
we have sev
veral objectts together in differentt layers
and w
want to ma
ake sure th
hat we don
n't modify "without
"
wa
anting" som
me of them
m. After
blocking a layer we'll be ab
ble to work with the security of not
n modifyinng its objec
cts, not
even tto select the
em, so we'll edit the de
esired objec
ct with greatter easinesss.
Show
w/Hide layers as outlin
nes
: Th
his button show
s
/ hide the contennts of all the
e layers
as if tthey were composed
c
only
o
by borrders. Facin
ng numerou
us set of obbjects in this way,
we'll b
be able to distinguish all
a of them e
easily and to
o see in wha
at layer eacch of them is.
Everyy layer can be
b also activ
vated or de
eactivated by using the above menntioned buttton in a
similar manner.
Let's ssee how the
ese activate
ed and deacctivated optiions are sho
own.

In the
e first image the curre
ent layer do
oesn't have
e any of the buttons aactivated, we
w can
observve that a black
b
point appears
a
in the column
n "Show La
ayers”. Thiss point mea
ans that
this option isn't activated;
a
the
t
same h
happens to the button "Block layyers". There
e are a
FILLE
ED square in
n the colum
mn "Show layyers as outlines", whic
ch symbolizees that the objects
will be
e completed
d and not on
nly its outlin
nes.
There
e appears a cross loca
ated under the column "Show Layers" in thhe second image,
which indicates th
hat this laye
er isn't visib
ble on the sttage. It appears a lockk under the column
c
"blockk layers", wh
hich symbo
olizes that th
he layer is blocked.
b
And the fill dooes NOT ap
ppear in
the co
olumn "Show
w layers as
s outlines". T
The layer is
s shown in this
t
way andd we'll not be
b able
to see
e the fillings until we de
eactivate thiis option.
In add
dition, the color of th
he outlines will be diffferent for each layerr, so that we
w can
disting
guish them better. The
e color of tthe outline will coincid
de with the color indicated in
each layer. In th
his example you can see the object
o
depe
ending on tthe outline option
activa
ated or not:
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6.4 R
Reorgan
nizing th
he Laye
ers with Flash 8
We've
e dedicated a whole unit to how tto place ob
bjects, we already
a
knoown how to get an
objectt over anoth
her one in a movie, ho
ow to group
p them and many otheer things. But
B we'll
have rrealized tha
at if we work
k with differe
rent layers, all this isn't very helpfuul.
As it h
has been already
a
com
mmented, th
he different layers hav
ve many feaatures in co
ommon
with o
others. The first and main
m
featurre is the Timeline, all the layers of a same
e scene
share the same timeline
t
and
d therefore,, the objects of all fram
mes from alll the layers will be
seen a
at the same
e time in the
e movie as ssuperposed
d ones upon
n others.
But w
what object is over the
e others? T
The criterion
n is given by
b the Layeers position
n in the
movie
e. The objeccts that will appear ahe
ead of all the others willl be those tthat are on the top
layer.
Pay atttention to the
e previous ex
xample:
The goalkeeper appears
a
in frront of the g
goal,
becausse the laye
er "Goalkee
eper" is loccated
upon tthe layer "Go
oal", so it can be seen in
n the
image. If we want to change th
his distributio
on, it
is eno
ough to clickk the layer that
t
we wan
nt to
move and drag it upwards
u
or downwards
d
o
or to
the desired position.
We'll ssee how the objects are placed ahea
ad or
behind
d those of the
e selected la
ayer accordin
ng to
whethe
er its layer iss above or be
elow this one
e.

In order to move a frame fro
om a layer to another one, it is enough
e
to sselect the frame
f
to
move a
and drag it up to the la
ayer where we want to
o stick it. The
T frame ccan also be
e Copied
and the
en pasted in
n the destiny
y layer.

6.5 L
Layer Ty
ypes
There a
are many typ
pes of layers, as you can
n see in the general
g
prope
erties of a layyer:
Norma
al Layers
: These arre the layerss of Flash by
b default, and they havve all the pro
operties
describ
bed in the prrevious points. They are u
used most commonly and for almost everything: to place
objectss, sounds, acctions, and others
o
Guide
e Layers
: These arre layers fo
or special or
o specific content.
c
Theey are used
d in the
animattions of objects movement and its on
nly aim is to set
s the trajec
ctory that thiss object mus
st follow.
Because its missio
on is to repre
esent the traj ectory of an animated ob
bject, its con tent usually is a line
(straight, curve, etcc).
In thiss image we
e can see the
conten
nt of 2 layerrs. The firstt of
them ccontains the
e blue ball and
a
the se
econd contains the curv
ved
line. W
We have defin
ned the seco
ond
layer as Guide Layer,
L
so that
when making th
he movement
animattion (this we
e'll see it in
n a
next u
unit) it will be used as
s a
track ffor the blue ball.
b
Its content
wouldn
n't be seen in
n the movie.
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It is important to remember that
the content of the Guide Layers
will not be seen in the final
movie. Its effect will cause that
the blue ball moves from one end
of the line to the other following
that way. That's a beautiful effect.

Guided Layers : When we define a layer as a guide layer, it is necessary to define also a guided layer. This is
a layer that will be affected by the guide defined in the guide Layer.
If we didn't define a guided layer, the guide layer will have not any effect and though it will not be seen in the
movie (being a guide layer) it will not cause any effect in the other layers. In the previous image, the blue ball
might have to be found in a Guided layer; otherwise it'll not follow the way set by the guide layer.

The guide layers and the guided
layers are related to each other in an
evident way. A series of guided
layers correspond to every guide
layer.
On associating a guide layer with a
guided layer, a change on the guide
layer icon will indicate that the job
correctly done.
In the image we can see an example
of a guide layer and guided layers
associated correctly.

The use of the Guide Layers and its utilities we'll see in detail in the unit of Motion Animations
Mask Layers
: These layers can be seen as groups that keep the unmasked layers off. The use of
these layers is something that needs high concentration. It is enough to mention that these layers are
placed "above" the layers, which they mask, and allow us to see only the part of the layer that cover
up the objects located in the mask layer (they act like filters). Similar to the guide layers, the existing
objects in this type of layers are not seen either in the final movie. Only the objects from their masked
layer corresponding to the "covered" ones we'll be seen.
Masked Layers
: These
layers work jointly with the
masked Layers. The mask layers
and the masked layers must be
associated
to
be
involved
correctly.
Its objects are visible in the final
movie, but only when some
object of the Mask layer is on the
top of them.

Let's see the operation of these layers on an example.
In this example, the blue rectangles are part of a Masked Layer and therefore they will be seen in
the final movie (but only ones covered by the mask layer). The red oval is located in the Mask layer
and it will not be seen in the movie, but only what "covers" it will be seen. Thus the masks are
displayed in the following way.
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6.6 C
Creating
g Flash animati
a
ion with
h Flash 8
One of the main characteristics of Flash
h 8 is its sim
mplicity; the straightforw
wardness in
n its use
allows ccreating aniimations in an effective
e and quick way.
Let's su
uppose you want to crreate an an imation in which
w
a glo
obe goes upp and down
n. It may
seem a task that will
w take lon
ng hours, bu
ut not really
y. Let's see
e how easy is to handle it with
Flash.

6.6.1 M
Making th
he Anima
ation
At first glance, it seems logic
cal to draw the globe at
a each mom
ment, so thaat growing number
n
of moments makkes the mov
vement morre real: the more draw
wn instants, the more realistic
r
movem
ment. Neve
ertheless, with
w Flash itt is sufficien
nt to create only 3 fram
mes: firstly we will
draw tthe globe at
a the initial instance (a
above all), secondly, we
w will draw
w the globe
e at the
mome
ent when itt touches the
t
ground and then the globe will come back to its
s initial
positio
on (actuallyy you can create this fframe by making a cop
py of the firrst one). So
o far as
we se
ee now, mosst part of the
e work (dra wing objectts) is alread
dy done.

Now, th
he duration
n of each movementt is determ
mined by setting the time between the
momen
nts when the
e globe is at
a the top a
and at the bottom,
b
and finally Flassh is pointe
ed out to
create a
an animatio
on of movem
ment betwee
en those tw
wo frames.

6.7 C
Creating
g rollove
er images with Dreamweaverr
Layers area specia
al kind of HTML eleme
ents, which can be use
ed as a conntainer to ho
old other
HTML e
elements and to show
w them dyna
amically using JavaSc
cript. We caan stack mo
ore than
one layyer over an
nother. One
e or more L
Layers can be made visible dynaamically, by hiding
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others. But using Macromed
dia Dreamw
weaver you
u can do all
a this withhout even knowing
JavaSccript
coding.
or
The dissadvantage with layers
s is, they ca
an be viewed only with 4.0 and aabove brow
wsers. In
this secction we are
e going to use
u multiple
e layers stac
cked over another,
a
andd make it viewable,
when th
he mouse iss rolled over in an Imag
ge. In this case
c
study I have take n 2 rolloverr images
Image1, Image 2 and
a three layers: Layerr1, Layer2 and
a Layer3.
we mouse over
o
on the
e Image1, th
he second layer will appear whilee Layer1 & Layer 3
When w
will be hidden alon
ng with its content.
c
Likkewise for the Image 3,
3 Layer1 annd 2 will be
e hidden
and onlly Layer3 will
w appear with
w its con tent. When we mouse
e out from t he Images Layer 1
will com
me up again
n. To achiev
ve this Follo
ow the steps
s and enjoy!

6.7.1 C
Creating ro
ollover Images:
First lett us create 2 Images, we
w can use
e Macromed
dia Firework
ks to createe the images, in our
case I h
have design
ned 4 buttons; 2 for th e up state and 2 for th
he down staate. After de
esigning
the butttons, open a new page in Dream
mweaver, create a 2X1 table. Now
w Insert the images
using, Insert>Interractive Imag
ges>Rollove
er Image. Browse
B
and select the first one fo
or the up
state an
nd the seco
ond one for the down sstate. Now do it for the
e next Imagge, so that both the
Imagess are in the first column
n of the tab
ble as shown in this example. Now
w it should look like
this.

6.7.2 P
Placing La
ayers
n Insert>Layyer and place
Open
the L
Layer1. Mo
ove the lay
yer
into tthe column2
2 of the table.
Now you can
n write the
conte
ent inside the Laye
er.
Selecct the la
ayer in the
Prope
erties Insspector and
selecct Overflow
w as 'visible'.
This makes thiss first layer as
defau
ult layer and mak
kes
visible while the
t
page is
loade
ed.
Note do
own the position of the
e Layer (56
66px and 16
63px). Insert the seco nd and thirrd layers
on the same posittion, so that they will ssit over the
e first layer. Now inserrt the text on
o those
layers. (Note: Due to the overr lapping off layers the text may not be clear.. So, you ca
an place
the laye
ers at some
ewhere else
e, write dow
wn the text and
a then cha
ange the poosition of th
he layers
to sit on
n the first layers positio
on)

6.7.3 Changing
g the Layer properti es
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Sel ect Windo
ow>Layers. You will get the Layer
Insp
pector, with
h all the thrree layer deetails. Select the
Layyer2 and La
ayer3 and Iff the eye iss open click
k on it
to cclose for bo
oth of them.. In the pro perties Insp
pector
you
u can see the OverFlow is selecte
ted as hidde
en for
Layyer2 and La
ayer3. This enables
e
thee Layer2 and 3 to
be h
hidden whille the page is loaded.

6.7.4 A
Adding Be
ehaviors
Now select the Image1 wh
here we arre
e dynamic Layer
L
effectss.
going to add the
Then Open Wind
dow > Behav
vior. You ca
an
see tthe Events and actions
s created b
by
Dream
mweaver fo
or the Rollo
over Image
es
which
h we did in the step1. Click on th
he
b
button and se
elect "Show--hide Layers ".
You w
will get this box
b to 'Show
w or Hide" th e
Layerrs.
following
do
Now
the
g;
a. Se
elect Layerr1 than clic
ck on 'Hide
e'
b. Select Layer2 and click on
n 'Show' then
n,
c. Se
elect Layer3 and click on 'Hide
e'.
This a
action will make
m
the Lay
yer1 and 3 tto
disappear and to
o show the Layer2 whil e
you m
move your mo
ouse over the Image1.
You can also
a
see the new
n
JavaScrript events created
by Dream
mweaver in the Behaviorrs Inspector. Here
the new onMouseOver and onMouuseOut with ShowLayers
hide
ass
actions.
Note here
e, You can use
u other evvents also as
a you
like. For example
e
instead of onMoouseOver yo
ou can
use onClic
ck. To do this you need tto click on th
he tiny
black, inve
erted arrow next to the event. Use this to
select other events, ie
e OnClick, D
Down etc.,. At the
foot of the list there is a category w
which allows you to
choose which
w
browse
ers to suppport, make sure
s
a
check is next
n
to 4 and
d higher broowsers. (Only
y after
choosing the
t browser 4 or higher yyou will be able
a
to
see all the
e Events in a list)

Follow tthe step 4 by
b selecting
g Image2. T
Then, a. Se
elect Layer1 then click on 'Hide'; b.
b Select
Layer2 and click on
o 'Hide' the
en, c. Selecct Layer3 and
a click on 'Show'. Thhis action will
w make
ayer2 to dis
sappear an
nd to show the Layer2 while you move yourr mouse
the Layyer1 and La
over the
e Image1.
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6.7.5 Bringing default
d
lay
yer again::
Now as a final step, you need to brring back the
t
Layer1 when you
y
move your
y
mousse out of the
t
Image (Or when
n you mouse away from
m the imag
ges
at so
omewhere on that pa
age). Selectt the Image1
and cclick on the
e
button
n and selecct "Show-hide
Layers". You will get this box to 'Show
w or Hide" the
t
Layers.
owing;
Now do the follo
ayer1 tha
an click
a. Select La
Select Layyer2 and click on
b. S
c. Se
elect Layer3
3 and click on
o 'Hide'.

on 'Sho
ow'
'Hide' the
en,

This acction will ma
ake the Layer2 and Layyer3 to disa
appear and to show th e Layer1 while
w
you
move yyour mousse out of the
t
Image1
1. Also do
o not forge
et to channge the Ev
vents to
onMouseOut.
h Image2 also. Now yo
ou should get the Beha
avior Inspecctor like that Image,
Repeat step 5 with
g all the Eve
ents for botth Image1 & Image2.
showing
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Chapter 8: DRUPAL CORE BASICS
Drupal is a program, or a web application, used to manage content on a website. It is
distributed with a license usually called open source.

8.1 Drupal Installation
8.1.1 Technical requirements for installing Drupal
Drupal is written in PHP and uses a database to store much of the information being handled
on your site. The most common platform for running Drupal is a so-called LAMP stack –
Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP – but Drupal will run on any platform that can run PHP and has
a database usable by Drupal. You can, for example, run Drupal on Windows or Mac
platforms.
Drupal 7 runs all database queries through an abstraction layer, PHP Data Objects (PDO),
which theoretically allows Drupal to run on a wide variety of databases. To work in practice,
though, you need drivers to manage the interpretation necessary between Drupal and PDO.
This limits your options of databases to use, but the most common databases already have
drivers ready to use with Drupal. Drupal supports MySQL (and compatible databases, such
as MySQLi and MariaDB), PostgreSQL, SQLite, MS SQL, Oracle databases and the nonrelational database MongoDB.
A clean install of Drupal 7 requires PHP to use about 32 MB of memory, but a full website
will most likely require much more. The exact memory requirements depends on how a site
is set up (and optimized), but a Drupal developer with the php memory limit setting at 128
MB will rarely need to care about the site's memory.
You install Drupal by the following steps:
1. Dowload Drupal and put it on a server.
2. Make two adjustments to Drupal's file system (or make sure that Drupal can do them
for you).
3. Provide Drupal with the login information for your database.
4. Set a few basic settings for your site, such as information for the first user account.
These steps are described in more detail below.

8.1.2 Download the Drupal codebase
You will find the latest version of Drupal at drupal.org. There is a big green button get started
with Drupal, providing you with some easy-to-use links to get started. There is also a link
directly to Drupal core on the site's front page.
The downloaded file package is either a zip or a tar.gz archive, depending on which
download link you use. Regardless of its format, the archive should be extracted with a
suitable tool and its content should be moved to the web folder on your server.
Drupal won't care if you place all the files in a sub folder of your server's web folder or
directly in the web root. The only thing affected is the path used for accessing your site.
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If you're using a web hosting service, you will probably need an ftp client to upload files. A
good and free ftp client is FileZilla. You will need ftp login information, provided by your web
hosting service.
Before the actual installation can start, you will (on most servers) need to make two
adjustments to the file system. This ensures Drupal is able to write files to two places. The
required steps are:
1. In Drupal's root folder there is a subfolder sites, containing a subfolder default. Within
it is a file named default.settings.php. You should copy this and give the resulting file
the name settings.php (placed in the same folder). Note that the file should be
copied, and not renamed. Drupal requires the original file as well.
2. In the same folder (sites/default), you should create a subfolder named files.
3. The file and folder you have created should both be writable for Drupal, meaning that
they should be writable for your server. These are the only places Drupal requires
write access (except for a temporary folder that should be outside the web folder and
usually are inherited from your server settings without you having to even think about
it).
If you're using an ftp client, you can change the write access for files and folders by rightclicking on them and choosing any option similar to properties or file attributes. How the
settings appear depends on your ftp client, but you should be able to find a setting for group
write access. Check that option.
Depending on how your server is set up, Drupal may be able to make these changes itself
during the installation process. If you find this step confusing, skip it and try installing Drupal
anyway. Drupal will let you know if some requirements are unmet, and provide suggestion to
how to get things working.

8.1.3 Installation through the web interface
When the file structure is in place, you do the actual Drupal installation by visiting your soonto-be website. The server will find Drupal's index.php file and if no database environment is
available, Drupal will run the installation wizard. The steps in the wizard are:
1. Select an installation profile. Drupal core contains the Standard and Minimal profiles.
(See figure A1.2) The standard profile contains a number of commonly used settings,
while the minimal profile is as bare as it gets. There are a number of other installation
profiles available at drupal.org, for example for building news sites or project
management sites. The examples in this manual all build on the standard profile.
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Figure A1.2: Professiional Drupa
al develope
ers tend to
o like the m
minimal ins
stallation
profile. Others tend to like the sta
andard profile.
2. Choose lan
nguage. By default on ly English is
i available, but if you (or the ins
stallation
profile) havve download
ded addition
nal languag
ge packs, Drupal
D
will reecognize th
hem and
offer alternatives on th
his screen. (See figure A1.3) You can add neew languages while
w as durin
ng the insta
allation.
building your site, as well

ding more languages
s you can use Druppal in non-English
Figure A1.3: By add
languages even during
g the install ation.
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3. When language settings are complete, Drupal will check that all requirements are
met, such as the file and folder described in the previous section are writable. If
anything is wrong, and Drupal can't fix it by itself, you will get an error message along
with notes about how to fix the problem.
4. Database configuration. This includes selecting the type of database and entering
information necessary to access the database, database name, username and any
password. (See figure A1.4) If you use a web hosting service only providing you with
a single database, you may separate different installations by using a table prefix.
This is short text added before all database tables created by Drupal (such as site1_
or site2_).
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4: Drupal ne
eeds databa
ase login information to
o work propperly.
Figure A1.4
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5. When the database settings have been entered, Drupal will run the actual
installation. This means that Drupal will be busy for a minute or so and displaying the
different steps in the installation process as entertainment.
6. Configure site. When the installation is complete, you will be asked for basic site
information, such as site name and time zone settings. (See figure A1.5) You should
also enter information for the first user account on the site. This account will be
granted all permissions on the site and should only be used during development and
system updates. (It should not be used as a personal account used to post content to
the site.)
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ncluding
Figure A1..5: The last step is entering some basic site infoormation, in
information
n for user ac
ccount 1.
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7. When all these settings are mad
de, your installation is
s complete.. (See figurre A1.6)
ow start the fun of expe
erimenting with
w Drupal!!
You can no

Figure A1.6
6: A new Drrupal websitte, fresh fro
om the insta
allation proccess

8.2 N
Nodes
A node is a piece of
o content on
o a Drupall site. It can
n be an information pagge, a blog post
p
or a
press re
elease. Content you don't
d
usuallyy read as separate
s
web pages ccan also be
e nodes,
such ass images, videos,
v
or containers to collect pages with restricted access forr certain
users.
As a Drrupal develo
oper, one off the most i mportant th
hings you will learn is hhow to use nodes
n
to
build th
he informatiion structurre on a we
ebsite. This chapter ex
xplains how
w to use th
he basic
featuress of nodes.
In Drup
pal 7, the te
erm node ha
as almost ccompletely been
b
replac
ced with coontent. But the
t term
node iss still widelyy used by many modu
ules (plugin
ns) and in documentat
d
tion. This makes
m
it
importa
ant to know
w and recog
gnize. In th
his manual, the terms
s node andd content are
a used
intercha
angeably if not otherwise stated.

8.2.1 C
Creating nodes
On the first page you
y see as an adminisstrator on a new Drupal site, therre are no le
ess than
three lin
nks to add new
n
conten
nt – one in tthe sidebar,, another in the shortcuuts at the to
op of the
page, a
and one right in the
e middle o
of the page
e. (See fig
gure 1.1) T
They all open the
adminisstrative overlay, allowin
ng you to ccreate eithe
er an Article
e or a Basicc page. (Se
ee figure
1.2)
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Figure 1.1: A Drup
pal standard
d installatio
on without any
a contentt – click add
dd content to
o create
your firsst node!
Articless and Basic pages are two node tyypes or types of content. Clickingg on any of the type
names will give yo
ou a form us
sed to build
d a content of that type
e. This is caalled the nod
de form.
The forms used fo
or Articles and Basic pa
ages are diffferent, but they work tthe same way.
w
You
get a nu
umber of fie
elds where you can inp
put informattion, and yo
ou have butttons for pre
eviewing
or savin
ng the piece
e of contentt. (See figurre 1.3)

Figure 1
1.2: By defa
ault, nodes – content – come in tw
wo flavors: Articles
A
andd Basic page
es.
Below is a descripttion for the fields availa
able in the Article
A
node
e form.
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Title: This is the headline for the
e article, and
d will be sh
hown at thee top of the article's
page on th
he website (it will alsso be used
d for the HTML
H
title sshown in the
t
web
browser's top bar).
Tags: This is an oppo
ortunity to a
assign your article one or more keeywords, which are
used to cattegorize the
e content. D
Drupal will suggest any matchingg existing ke
eywords
while you write,
w
but you can also
o provide new
n
ones. If you wantt several ke
eywords,
separate th
hem with co
ommas. Ke
eywords are
e usually displayed ass links to lis
sts of all
nodes with the same keyword.
k
Edit summa
ary/hide summary: Wh
hen clicking
g edit summ
mary, you geet a box wh
here you
can write a summary
y of the artticle. Summ
maries are often used when artic
cles are
listed, as a so-called teaser. The link hide su
ummary hides the box again. If no
o explicit
summary iss written, Drrupal will crreate one fro
om the first part of the body.
Body: This field is used for the ma
ain text of th
he article.
Text format: Usually the body fie
eld only con
ntains plain text, but it can interpret some
HTML markup. The settings in th
he text form
mat field de
ecide which markup sh
hould be
allowed, wh
hich is impo
ortant from a security point
p
of view
w.
Image: Thiss gives you
u the opporttunity to uplload an ima
age to be diisplayed alo
ong with
the article. Uploaded images can
n by default be provided with alt teexts – text shown
s
if
the image isn't loade
ed (this is iimportant for
f screen readers ussed by the visually
impaired, as
a well as fo
or search en
ngine robots
s).
At the botto
om of the no
ode form, th
here are a number
n
of settings
s
for menus, com
mments,
and some other
o
things
s.
Finally, the
ere are buttons to savve or preview the artiicle. Clickinng the save
e button
takes you to a new we
eb page tha t shows the
e article you
u just createed.
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Figure 1
1.3: The forrm used to create
c
new articles has
s room for different
d
typpes of inform
mation.

8.2.2 E
Editing no
odes and
d managin
ng revisio
ons
An articcle page, likke other nod
de pages, h
has two tab
bs: view and
d edit. By cclicking the edit tab,
you will reopen the
e node edit form, which
h is identica
al to the one
e you just uused, except for two
things. The form is prepopulated with th
he content of your artticle, and thhere is a button
b
to
delete tthe node ne
ext to the sa
ave and pre
eview button
ns.
Among the setting
gs at the bo
ottom of the
e node form
m, you will find
f
revisionn informatio
on. (See
figure 1
1.5) Checkking the option create
e new revis
sion tells Drupal
D
to aarchive the present
version of the nod
de when a new versio
on is create
ed – a pretty useful ffeature if yo
ou want
version control of your
y
conten
nt. A node tthat has arc
chived revis
sions will bee displayed with an
addition
nal tab – revisions. A click
c
on the tab gives you
y an overrview of all aavailable re
evisions,
with linkks to view th
hem, to rev
vert the node
e to a selec
cted revision
n, and also to delete re
evisions,
if necesssary. (See
e figure 1.6
6) Reverting
g a node doesn't
d
dele
ete any revvisions – itt merely
places a copy of th
he selected revision on
n top as the current rev
vision.
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1.5: Drupal has built-in
n functionali ty for node revisions.
Figure 1

Figure 1.6: The ta
ab revisions
s shows alll previous versions of a node, aalong with any log
ges for the revisions.
r
messag
As a rule, links and
d settings are
a only visiible if you are
a allowed to use them
m. Thus, the
e tab for
editing a node is only
o
displayed for userss who are allowed
a
to edit
e it. The ooption for changing
c
text form
mats is onlyy displayed if you are a
allowed to switch
s
formats. When logged in with
w user
account 1 (the adm
ministrator account),
a
yo
ou will usually see all settings, for better or fo
or worse.
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8.2.3 Other node settings
Apart from revision information, the bottom of the node form also usually contains five other
tabs with settings.







Menu settings: This gives you the chance to add a menu item linking to the node.
URL path settings: This allows you to give the node a URL path in parallel to the path
used internally by Drupal. The internal path for nodes is always in the form 'node/NN',
where NN is a unique ID number for the node.
Comment settings: This allows you to turn commenting on or off on each node. If the
node already has comments, you can choose to hide them.
Authoring information: This shows which user account was used to create the node,
and when it was created. Both fields can be changed if necessary.
Publishing options: This gives you three settings controlling how and where the node
should be displayed on the site.
 Published: By default, only administrators may view unpublished content,
while published content is accessible for anyone.
 Promoted to front page: With this option checked, the node will be included in
the list that is used by default as Drupal's home page. (Most larger sites have
customized home pages on which this option is hidden.)
 Sticky at top of lists: This option makes the node show up above other nodes
on the front page, as well as above some other lists.

8.2.4 View modes for nodes
When visiting the page for a node, you will usually see all of its content. When the node is
listed on the front page, only parts of it are displayed. With articles, the body is replaced by a
summary, and any images are displayed in a smaller format. This represents two view
modes for nodes: full node and teaser.
Nodes may be configured to be displayed in different ways in each display mode.

8.2.5 Node types and node administration
Articles and basic pages are two different node types – two different templates used to
create and manage the nodes. These differences are reflected in certain ways. For example:





There are separate links for creating each node type.
Each node type has room for different sets of information.
You may set separate permissions for which users may create, edit and delete each
node type.
Each node type may have different default settings for comment handling, publishing
options, menu links, and more. More details can be found below.

Default settings for node types
In the administration toolbar – the black list at the top of the page in a standard Drupal
installation – there is an item called Structure. It leads to a page with some of the most
interesting settings when building a Drupal site – such as Content Types. Clicking this link
leads to an overview of all node types available on the website, along with links to manage
each content type. Above the list, there is also a link to create new content types. (See figure
1.7)
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Figure 1.7: The administratio
a
on link stru
ucture: con
ntent types in the adm
ministration toolbar
provide
e an overvie
ew of all nod
de types on your websiite.
The linkks named Manage
M
Fie
elds and Ma
anage Displlay are used
d for managging and dis
splaying
fields in
n the node, delete link is used to d
delete the node
n
type. The
T edit lin k is used to
o set the
most ba
asic propertties for a no
ode type (se
ee figure 1.8
8). These properties arre:


Name: Thiss is the na
ame of the
e node type
e. Based on its plain--text name,, Drupal
suggests a machine name whi ch is used
d to identiffy the nodee type in Drupal's
database.



n: This text is shown in
n some lists
s of node ty
ypes, such aas the list provided
p
Description
when you click
c
add content.



Submission
n form settin
ngs: This giives you the
e opportunitty to changee the label used for
the title of the
t node ty
ype – for exxample, if yo
ou have a node
n
type fo
for contacts
s, setting
the label to
o 'name' makes more ssense than 'title'.
'
There
e are also o ptions for changing
c
the node prreview settings, and fo
or providing the node fo
orm with hellp text.



Publishing options: This
T
is use
ed to chan
nge the de
efault settinngs for the
e nodes'
publishing states. This
s includes tthe option to create new revisionns by defau
ult when
editing con
ntent. Chang
ging these settings will not affectt any existi ng nodes (with
(
the
exception of
o revisionin
ng, which is returned to
o default eve
ery time a nnode is edite
ed).



Display setttings: This gives you the opporttunity to sh
how or hidee informatio
on about
who created the node and when.



s
Th
his allows a number off settings for commentss, such as whether
Comment settings:
or not com
mmenting is
s allowed b
by default, and whether commennts are liste
ed as a
straight list or in a tree
e structure.



ngs: These options dicctate which menus sho
ould be ablee to link to nodes
n
of
Menu settin
this type, and
a
whethe
er nodes s hould be placed
p
unde
er a particuular menu item by
default.
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Figure 1.8: It is po
ossible to se
et a numbe
er of defaultt settings pe
er content ttype, such as node
ning.
revision
Node a
administrattion
Nodes may be sca
attered all over
o
a Drup
pal site; it is
s not alway
ys easy to ffind the exa
act node
you are
e looking forr. The administration to
oolbar's Con
ntent option
n provides a list of all nodes on
a website, along with
w some us
seful tools ((see figure 1.9)
1 includin
ng:




Filters to limit the nod
de list to o nly selected content types
t
or noodes, with selected
s
publishing options.
o
Links to see
e, edit, and delete eacch node.
Options fo
or performing mass updates on nodes - for exaample, publishing,
unpublishin
ng, or deleting several nodes at on
nce.
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Figure 1.9: The administrati
a
on page to
o manage content ha
as tools forr performin
ng mass
updatess on nodes..
Larger Drupal sites usually ha
ave custom
m tailored ad
dministratio
on pages thhat manage content
according to workkflows relevant to that site. The Views
V
Bulk Operationss module offers
o
an
alternattive adminisstration page for conten
nt, with morre options and
a greater flexibility.

8.2.6 N
Node com
mments
When tthe Comme
ent module is enabled,, which is th
he case forr a standardd installation, users
may po
ost commen
nts to nodes. (See figu
ure 1.10) As
A previously mentioneed, it is pos
ssible to
turn the
e comment settings on
n and off fo
or each nod
de, and it is
s also posssible to cha
ange the
default setting for each
e
node type.
t
Adminisstrators can
n manage co
omments in
n two differe
ent ways:




Each comm
ment has an edit link, allowing administrators to edit thhe content of each
and
optionally
comment,
including
g
chang
ging
pos
sting
info
ormation
publishing/unpublishin
ng the comm
ment. (See figure
f
1.11)
On the con
tab that leeads to a liist of all
ntent overv
view page tthere is a Comments
C
published comments on the we
ebsite. Therre are also
o subtabs aavailable to
o switch
between viewing
v
pub
blished and
d unpublish
hed comme
ents. Each list has tools for
publishing, unpublishin
ng and dele
eting comme
ents. (See figure
f
1.12 aand 1.13)

Comme
ents are sim
milar to node
es in their sstructure, bu
ut from a te
echnical poi nt of view, they are
not nod
des.
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Figure 1
1.10: Nodess may have
e commentss, and comm
ments may be
b ordered in a tree structure.
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Figure 1
1.11: Admin
nistrators ca
an, if neces sary, edit each individu
ual commennt.
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Figure 1.12: The administrati
a
on list for p
published comments
c
has
h tools too unpublish several
comme
ents at once
e.

Figure 1.13: The list of unpublished co
omments has
h
tools siimilar to thhe list of pu
ublished
comme
ents.

8.3 U
Users an
nd perm
missions
s
Next to content, ussers are pro
obably the most imporrtant compo
onent of a w
website; the
ey might
even be
e more imp
portant than content. This sectio
on will show
w you how to manage
e users,
divide them into grroups, and decide
d
the tthings that each group
p of users w
will be allowed to do
on yourr website.

8.3.1 A
Adding an
nd manag
ging userrs
The ad
dministration
n toolbar's people lin
nk provides
s you with a list of all user accounts
a
registerred on yourr website. (S
See figure 2
2.1) The lis
st of users shares
s
manny features with the
contentt list. There
e are links to
t view and
d edit each account, and there arre tools forr filtering
and ma
ass updating
g accounts.
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Figure 02.1: The list
l of user accounts ccontains sh
hortcuts to edit
e each aaccount, as well as
tools for mass updates.
On top of the list is a link add user, ussed to add new accou
unts to thee site. The form for
adding new accou
unts is very similar to the form yo
ou get when editing a n existing account.
a
(See fig
gure 2.2) Be
elow is a de
escription off the setting
gs in the form
ms.















Username: This is the
e user's nam
me on the website,
w
use
ed when loggging in. It must be
unique.
Current pa
assword (on
nly when e
editing yourr own acco
ount): To cchange your e-mail
address or password, you must u
usually give your curren
nt passwordd.
E-mail address: Like the
t usernam
me, the e-m
mail address
s must be uunique. The
e reason
for this is that the e--mail addre
ess should be availab
ble to use iif the pass
sword or
username are
a forgotte
en.
Password/cconfirm pa
assword: T
This is the
e user's pa
assword, rrepeated to
o avoid
misspelling
gs. Note tha
at Drupal ca
annot show the currentt password.. All passwo
ords are
encrypted before
b
they
y are stored
d and Drupa
al has no way
w of decrrypting them
m. If you
enter a sho
ort or simple password
rd, you will get a warn
ning, but Drrupal won't prevent
you from ussing it.
Status: Use
er accounts
s that are blo
ocked cann
not be used for logging in.
Roles: Thiss shows or sets
s
which permission
n roles the user
u
has. (S
See next section for
details.) Alll users auto
omatically h
have the role of authen
nticated usser as soon as they
log in.
ows users to upload an
Picture (on
nly on editin
ng): This allo
a image annd associatte it with
their account.
Administrattive overlay
y (only on e
editing): This
s setting makes it posssible to disable the
administrattive overlay for selecte
ed users, dis
splaying the
e administraation pages
s without
the overlayy.
Locale setttings (only on
o editing):: This settin
ng is used to
t change tthe time zone for a
user.
Notify user of new acc
count (only on creation
n): This optiion makes D
Drupal send
d out an
e-mail to th
he new user with the
e account in
nformation. This is thee only time
e Drupal
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sends out a password
d – if users lose their passwords,
p
they will geet a one-tim
me login,
rather than their existin
ng passworrd.
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Figure 2.2: The page used to edit user accounts contains a number of settings, such as
which permissions/roles the user has.
Best practice dictates that you should not use the first user account as a personal account.
The first user account bypasses all access controls in Drupal, and should be available to
pass on to new site managers.

8.3.2 Permissions and roles
The first account created on a Drupal site, user 1, has permission to do everything on the
site, but what about other users?
To see which permissions different types of users have – and to change these settings – you
use the tab Permissions under the People link in the toolbar. The resulting page contains a
long list of permissions, and there is one column for each permission role on your site –
anonymous users, authenticated users and administrators. (See figure 2.3)
By checking or unchecking the different permissions, it is possible to do things like give
authenticated users permission to create articles or allow anonymous users to search the
site. The permissions are grouped by the module that is responsible for them, and the more
modules that are installed, the more permissions are sure to turn up.
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2.3: The pe
ermissions liist contains a large ma
atrix of settin
ngs.
Figure 2
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The Ro
oles tab, viisible on th
he permiss ions list, shows you a list of a ll permissio
on roles
availablle on the website.
w
(See
e figure 2.4
4) If your sitte needs mo
ore permisssion levels than
t
the
three in
ncluded in a standard installation , which is very
v
likely, this is the pplace to ad
dd more.
Each ne
ew role will be represe
ented by a n
new column
n in the perrmissions m
matrix, and you
y may
set perm
missions for each role independen
nt of the oth
hers. (See figure 2.5) Q
Quick and slick!
Assigning roles to users is do
one in one o
of two ways
s – you can either edit each user account
an make ma
ass updates
s from the user
u
list.
you wan
nt to change, or you ca

2.4: You ma
ay add more
e permissio
on roles in th
he roles listt.
Figure 2
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2.5: Each new role can
n have sepa
arate permis
ssion settings.
Figure 2
If a use
er has more
e than one role,
r
which is quite pos
ssible, she will get perrmissions based on
all these
e roles. The
e rule is that roles deci de what you can do, not what youu can't.
The permissions matrix
m
is one of the bu siest setting
gs pages in
n Drupal, buut fortunate
ely, each
permisssion is more
e or less se
elf-explanato
ory. Since new
n
module
es often addd new perm
missions,
it is common to wait
w
until a project is nearly finis
shed before
e setting alll permissions. This
avoids having to go
o through th
he whole lisst more time
es than is necessary.

8.3.3 O
Other use
er accoun
nt setting
gs
Selectin
ng the Con
nfiguration link from th e toolbar and
a
then Ac
ccount Setttings in the
e People
block o
on the Con
nfiguration Page
P
will sshow you a few more
e user settiings that a Drupal
develop
per should know.
k
The most
m
importtant are des
scribed belo
ow.





Administrattor role: The
e role set h ere will automatically have
h
all perrmissions set in the
permissions matrix.
Registration and canc
cellation: Th
his setting determines
d
how new aaccounts sh
hould be
created - fo
or example,, if visitors sshould be allowed
a
to sign
s
up, andd also how content
and accoun
nts should be
b treated w
when an acc
count is can
ncelled.
Personaliza
ation – sign
natures: If s ignatures are
a enabled,, users will be allowed to set a
signature th
hat will be added
a
to al l their comm
ments (but not to otherr content). If a user
changes he
er signature
e, signaturess on existin
ng commentts are also aaffected.
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E-mails: This setting contains a number of e-mail templates that are used when users
register, if they lose their passwords, and in some other cases. Note that there are
some token replacement patterns available for dynamic replacements, such as
[user:name] and [user:one-time-login-url].

8.4 Regions and blocks
When you visit a node page in Drupal – or any other page – Drupal pulls out the content
corresponding to the current URL and formats it to make it possible for a web browser to
display. On the URL node/1, for example, Drupal displays the content for the node with ID 1.
But it is not just the content of node one that is displayed; there may also be elements like
menus, search forms, related content, latest comments on the site, and much more.
Both the main content and the other elements are displayed as blocks, placed in one of the
regions of the website. These blocks can be moved around, and there are basic, as well as
more sophisticated, ways of adding new blocks to your website.
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Figure 3.1: Blockss are placed
d in one of the regions
s of the we
ebsite. The Demonstra
ate block
regionss link on the
e administra
ation page ffor blocks gives
g
an ove
erview of thhe regions available
a
in your current theme.
ailable bloccks on the site
s by using the adminnistration to
oolbar to
You can reach a liist of all ava
Structure and then Blocks. (See figure 3.2)) The block
ks are grouuped by the
e region
select S
where tthey are pla
aced – whic
ch could, forr example, be Sidebarr first or Conntent. There
e is also
a list off blocks und
der the sub
bheading Diisabled, me
eaning they don't show
w up at all. You
Y can
move b
blocks to a new
n
region by using the
e select list of region names, or byy simply clic
cking on
o another region's subh
header.
a block''s sorting arrrow and drragging it to
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Above the list of blocks is the link Demonstrate block regions. It leads to a page where all
regions are printed clearly on an empty site template, making it easy to get an overview of
the available regions. (See figure 3.1) Don't miss the Exit block region demonstration link to
return to the block list.
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Figure 3.2: The ad
dministratio
on page forr blocks shows all the
e blocks avaailable on the
t
site,
d by the reg
gions in which they are
e placed.
grouped
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8.4.1 Block settings
In the block list, there is a configure link available for each block. Each link leads to a page
where you may change the settings for the block (see figure 3.3).




Block title: This can be used for overriding the title of the block as it is shown to
users. To hide the title, enter <none>.
Region settings: This is an alternative way of moving the block between regions,
similar to the select lists in the block overview list.
Visibility settings: These settings provide some basic options for determining when
the block should be visible or not:
 Pages: This allows for showing or hiding the block based on the URL of the
viewed page. You may use * as a wildcard to replace the entire URL or just
parts of it. Any pattern will be compared with both the internal paths ('node/1')
and URL aliases ('information/about-us').
 Content types: This can be used to show the block only when selected node
types are viewed.
 Roles: This can be used to show the block only to users with the selected
roles.
 Users: Enabling this setting allows users to determine if the block should be
visible or not. (These blocks then become available on each user’s account
edit page.)

Apart from these settings, every block also has its own particular settings. The block for most
recent comments, for example, has settings for how many comments should be displayed.
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Figure 3
3.3: Every block
b
has its own settin
ngs - for ex
xample, som
me settings determine in which
context the block should
s
be sh
hown or hid
dden.

8.4.2 A
Adding blocks
Many m
modules pro
ovide the block list witth new bloc
cks, and there are alsso a lot of modules
m
which le
et you, as an adminis
strator, crea
ate new blo
ocks through
h configuraation. To cre
eate the
most ba
asic blocks,, though, yo
ou only need
d the Block
k module itself and the add block link
l
right
above tthe block lisst. This lead
ds to a page
e where you
u can create
e a block wi th static content.
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8.4.3 Complements and alternatives to blocks
Block management can quickly become a mess on large and complex Drupal sites. In
response to this problem, a number of modules have been created. Here are the two most
important to know:



Context: Among other things, this module helps set visibility rules for blocks in a
more flexible way.
Panels and Page manager (part of Chaos tools suite): These modules replace the
regular block system with panel panes. Compared to blocks, these panes make it far
easier to access and use contextual information.

These modules provide more functionality by complementing or replacing the block system.
Discussion on Context module, Panels and Page manager are beyond the coverage of this
manual.

8.5 Menus
By default, content on a Drupal site is not automatically placed in any particular structure.
When creating a node, you don't choose where on the site it should be. You create it, and
then other parts of Drupal can make it appear as a subpage to a particular menu item, in a
list in a particular section, or as a part of another structure.
The most direct way of bringing structure to your Drupal site is to use menus. These are
links collected in a tree structure.

8.5.1 Displaying menus
A standard installation of Drupal has four initial menus: main menu, management, navigation
and user menu. More menus can be added via Drupal's interface, and you can also choose
where and how they should be displayed.
There are, in principle, two ways of displaying menus:



Each menu on the site has its own block, which can be placed in a region just like
any block.
The theme on the site can (but does not always) have two places where menus are
displayed in a special format – main links and secondary links. In a standard Drupal
installation, the main links are displayed as large white tabs against the blue header,
while the secondary links are displayed as discrete links in the upper-right corner of
the site.

Which menus should be used for main links and secondary links can be changed at the
toolbar's Structure link, in the Menu and Settings tabs.
The display of main links and secondary links only hold one level of menu links. Submenu
items are not shown. It is possible to use secondary links to display subitems of the primary
menu by configuring them to fetch links from the same menu. The Menu block module
provides further possibilities to display selected levels and parts of a menu.
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8.5.2 C
Creating and editing menu links
As with many othe
er administra
ation tasks,, there is an
n overview for
f managinng menus. It can be
found b
by going to the
t toolbar and selecti ng first Stru
ucture and then
t
Menuss, and it displays all
the men
nus available on your site.
s
(See fig
gure 4.1) Each menu presents
p
thrree options..




List links: This
T
gives you
y a list of all items in
n this menu,, and is usuually what you
y want
to do when managing a menu.
Edit menu: This allow
ws you to ch
hange the name and descriptionn of the menu itself
(not the linkks it contain
ns). You ma
ay also dele
ete any men
nus you havve created yourself.
y
Add link: Th
his leads to
o a page for adding ano
other link in the menu. See details
s below.

Figure 4
4.1: The me
enu overview can be fo
ound in Stru
ucture, Menus.
At the ttop of the lisst of menus
s is an Add
d menu link used for ad
dding furtheer menus. The
T only
differen
nce between
n menus th
hat you crea
ate yourselff and those
e provided bby modules
s (or the
standarrd installatio
on) is that yo
our custom menus can
n be deleted
d.
The pag
ge listing menu
m
links allows
a
you to
o manage the
t content of the mennu in a few different
ways (ssee figure 4.2):



You may change
c
the menu stru
ucture by clicking and dragging tthe sorting arrows.
Submenu ittems are crreated by in
ndenting a menu
m
item.
You may enable
e
or disable a me
enu item witth the chec
ckbox enablled. Disable
ed items
won't be displayed in the menu , and any child items
s will also bbe hidden. But the
pages theyy lead to are
e not affecte
ed.
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You may edit
e each me
enu item ussing the ediit link. This leads to a page simila
ar to the
one used fo
or creating new items.
Each item managed by
b Drupal's Menu mod
dule also ha
as a delete link. Links defined
by other modules
m
are managed by their res
spective mo
odule settinngs, but can
n still be
disabled in the menu link list.

Figure 4
4.2: Each menu
m
has a list of all lin
nks included
d in that menu.
Right above the lisst of menu items there
e is an Add item link, which
w
is useed to add new links
to the ccurrently vie
ewed menu. The form for creating
g or editing menu item
ms has the following
f
informa
ation:








Menu link title: This is the clickablle text that will
w be displayed to useers.
Path: This is the URL the menu l ink leads to
o. When cre
eating menuu links, it is strongly
recommend
ded to use the inte
ernal path ('node/1') rather thaan absolute
e paths
('http://exam
mple.com/node/1'), sin
nce using in
nternal path
hs makes itt possible to
t move
the site witthout break
king links. Itt also make
es it possib
ble for Druppal to repla
ace links
with any UR
RL aliases.
Description
n: This is a tooltip
t
that iis usually sh
hown when hovering oover the menu item.
Enabled: This corresponds to the
e enabled se
etting in the
e menu item
m list.
Show as exxpanded: Iff this option
n is checked
d, all child items of thiis menu link will be
loaded and
d displayed, even if the user has navigated
n
to another paart of the me
enu.
Parent link: This settin
ng dictates w
which menu
u link this ittem should be placed under, if
any. This option
o
can be
b replaced
d by manua
al click-and--drag sortingg in the me
enu item
list.
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Weight: Th
his setting determiness the sortin
ng order for menu ite ms with th
he same
parent, with
h lower weiight numbe rs floating to
t the top. This
T
option can be overridden
by manual click-and-drag sorting in the menu
u item list.

Menu links don't ha
ave to lead to pages o n your Drup
pal site. The
ey can pointt to any valid URL.

8.5.3 C
Creating menu links for no
odes
A quickk and easy alternative when creatting menu links is to us
se the mennu options available
a
on node
e edit page
es, under Menu
M
setting
gs. If the Provide
P
a menu
m
link opption is che
ecked, a
numberr of new opttions becom
me available
e (see figure
e 4.3). All settings are similar to th
he menu
item configurationss described in the prevvious section
n.

4.3: You ca
an create me
enu links to
o nodes righ
ht from the node's
n
edit fform.
Figure 4
By defa
ault, article
es and basic pages m
may only be placed in
n the Mainn menu. Th
here are
settingss on each node
n
type determining
d
g which menus should be availabble in the node edit
form, ass well as de
efault setting
gs for the p
parent item.

8.6 O
Other ba
asic Dru
upal corre settin
ngs
This se
ection colleccts some miscellaneou
us administrrative settin
ngs a Drupaal developer should
know.

8.6.1 A
Administrration aid
ds
There a
are a numbe
er of shortc
cuts and nift
fty tools ena
abled in a standard
s
Dru
rupal installa
ation, all
with the
e purpose of
o making sitte administrration easie
er. They are
e summarizeed below.
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The black toolbar at the top on Drupal pages is provided by the Toolbar module. It
contains links to the top-level items in the menu management.
The administrative overlay, the frame that appears when clicking on administration
links, is provided by the Overlay module. One of its points is to make it easier to find
the page you were on when starting your administration.
The Contextual links module adds a number of links in drop-down menus at various
elements on your Drupal site. The menu is accessed by clicking on the gear icon that
appears when hovering over elements that have contextual links – such as blocks.
The Dashboard module makes it easier to build a collection of blocks on one single
administration page (found under the dashboard link in the toolbar).
The gray list just below the black toolbar is provided by the Shortcut module, which
also provides links (marked with plus signs) to add default shortcuts. The latter are
used to add links to the former, which is a handy way to always have your mostvisited administration pages one click away. It is possible to create different sets of
shortcuts. From the toolbar, select Configuration, Shortcuts. Users with relevant
permissions may select which shortcut sets to use on a separate tab on their user
pages. Note that while shortcuts remind us of menus, they are technically separated.

The modules Administration menu and Admin are popular complements to Drupal's built-in
tools for administrators. They both provide alternative, and in some aspects more userfriendly, administration menus.

8.6.2 Text formats
In Drupal, all text that may contain markup is handled by one of the website's text formats.
These are rules determining how the text should be processed before being displayed. The
text formats have three main purposes:





Security: The text formats make sure that any malicious code or script, entered by
malicious users, doesn't have malicious effects on the site or its visitors.
Sanitation: The inputted text is processed to make sure that any markup is clean and
follows common standards. This is one of the reasons for Drupal being naturally
search-engine friendly (as well as friendly towards screen readers).
Comfort: Text formats may also be used to convert certain expressions to HTML. In
Drupal core, this is used to automatically create things like line breaks and links from
URLs, but it could also be used for allowing the same type of markup as is used on
Wikipedia, for example.

Each text format consists of one or more filters. The formats and most filters can be
managed using the toolbar Configuration, Text formats.
Even if Drupal processes all formatted text, the original text is never changed, which is an
important rule for how to treat user input. Since the original potentially malicious input is
stored in the database, it is important to keep in mind that user-provided text should always
be sanitized.

8.6.3 Other settings
This last section of the Drupal core basics chapter contains some loosely related items you
may find useful.
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The page you use as your site's home page can be set from the toolbar
Configuration, Site information. The default setting is "node," which provides a list of
teasers of nodes marked with promote to front page.
Drupal depends on a number of scheduled activities being carried out on a regular
basis – for example, allowing indexing of new content for searches. If your server has
native cron functions, you can turn off Drupal's backup functionality for scheduled
activities at the toolbar Configuration, Cron. On the same page, you can also trigger
cron activities manually - for example, to make new content immediately searchable.
If things start behaving weirdly while you're building your Drupal site, it is wise to
empty Drupal's cache. This processed data is temporarily stored to speed up the
website. If this doesn't help, check the error logs for interesting messages. You can
clear the cache using the toolbar Configuration, Performance. The most interesting
log messages are available at Reports, Recent log messages.
When performing system updates on your site, you should put it in maintenance
mode to make sure that site visitors aren't accessing the database while it is being
updated. This setting is on the toolbar at Configuration, Maintenance mode.
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